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PREFACE
The Cogeneration Technology AlternativesStudy (CTAS) was
undertaken to provide the Department of Energy (DOE) with
comparisons and evaluations that are needed to establish
research-and-development funding priorities for coal-fueled
advanced energy conversion systems for industrialcogeneration.
The CTAS concept was developed by John Neal of the Department
of Energy. The study was performed by NASA under the direction
of EricListerof theDepartment of Energy.
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1.0 SUMMARY
The Cogeneration Technology AlternativesStudy (CTAS) was undertaken by
NASA for the Department of Energy (DOE). It was a broad screeningstudyaimed at
providing technical and economic comparisons needed by DOE to help guide
research-and-development(R&D) fundingfor advanced-technologyenergy conversion
systems. The advanced energy conversion systems studied were those that could
significantlyadvance the use of coal or coal-derivedfuelsin industrialcogeneration
applications,where electricpower and process heat are simultaneouslyproduced at
the industrialsite.
Projectmanagement responsibilitiesfor CTAS were delegated to NASA's Lewis
Research Center. Most of the data were obtainedthrough two contracted studiesof
similarscope performed by industrialteams led by tl_eGeneral ElectricCo. and the
United Technologies Corp. In additionto managing the overallstudy,Lewis also
performed independentanalysesand a comparative evaluationof theadvanced energy
conversion systems based on study results. Selected investigationswere also
performed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in support of Lewia This report
summarizes the major resultsof the CTAS effortand, based on the Lewis evaluation
of overallstudy results,identifiesthe most attractiveadvanced-technologysystems
usingcoalor coal-derivedfuelsforindustrialcogeneration.
The followingnine typesof energyconversionsystems were examined inCTAS:
I. Steam turbines
2. Dieselengines
3. Open-cycle gas turbines
4. Combined gas turbine/steamturbinesystems
5. Stirlingengines
6. Closed-cyclegas turbines
7. Phosphoricacidfuelcells
8. Molten carbonatefuelcells
9. Thermionics
Each system type was studiedwith a varietyof fuels,system configurations,and
levelsof technologicaladvancement appropriatefor implementationin the 1985-2000
time period. In addition,for the steam turbines,dieselengines,open-cycle gas
turbines,and combined cycles,technologylevelsand fuelsrepresentativeof today's
commercially availableequipment were includedto serve as a baselineforevaluating
the advantages of advanced-technologysystems. Emphasis in the study was on the
use of high-sulfurcoal,minimally processedliquidfuelsmade from coal,and low- or
intermediate-Btugas produced inon-siteintegratedcoalgasifiers.
The systems were examined for potentialapplicationto approximately 85
industrialprocessesselectedprimarilyfrom the six highestenergy-consuming U.S.
industrygroups;namely, chemicals,metals, petroleum refining,paper, cement and
glass,and foods. The specificpotentialapplicationselectedfrom thesesix industry
groups includedmanufacturingindustries,which account forabout halfof the energy
used by industrytoday. The processapplicationsencompassed a wide diversityin the
electric power required,the relative magnitude of the electricaland thermal
demands, and the temperature of the hot water,steam, or directheat needed for the
process.
The systems were matched to the process requirements by using two basic
strategies.In the firsttheenergy conversionsystem was sizedto meet the electrical
demand of the processplantand, where required,a supplementary furnace was used
to provideadditionalthermal energy. In thesecond strategythe system was sizedto
meet the thermal requirements of the processand, where required,electricitywas
eitherpurchased from a utility(import)or sold to a utility(export),depending on
whether the systems produced more or lesselectricitythan was needed at the site.
Different systems and strategies matched different process applicationswell,
depending on the characteristicsof both the process and the energy conversion
system. The potentiallyattractiveapplicationsfound foreach advanced system were
documented as partof the study.
Over 6000 cases were calculated for the various combinations of energy
conversionsystems,configurations,fuels,matching strategies,and inaustrialprocess
plants.Includedinthe calculationswere the fuelenergy savings,annualcostsavings,
emissionssavings,and the rate of return on investment (ROI) for the cogeneration
systems - allrelativeto the noncogenerationsituationof purchasingthe electricity
needed at the sitefrom a utilityand providingthe thermal energy requiredwith an
on-siteboiler.The cost savingscalculatedincludedfixedcapitalcharges,fuelcosts,
operating and maintenance costs, and the cost (import) or credit (export) for
electricitybought or sold. The emissionssavingswere relativeto the totalemissions
at the plant siteand at the utility.Emissions at the plant site alone were also
calculatedfor the cogenerationcases and the noncogenerationsituation.Although
the emphasis in the study was on the "plant basis"analyses just described,the
contractorsand Lewis also extrapolatedpotentialenergy savingsand other benefi_ts
foreach system to a "nationalbasis"in order to examine the relativeattractiveness
of the variousadvanced systems from a nationalperspectiveas well. This allowe_ a
"weighting"of the percentage savings on a plant basisto be made by using the
nationalenergy consumption for each process includedinthe study. The contractors
then extrapolatedresultsbeyond the specificprocessesstudiedto estimate benefits
for the entiremanufacturingsectorof industry.
Results for the advanced-technology energy conversion systems were then
compared with each other and with resultsfor cases using current commercially
availabletechnology, on both a plant basis and a national basis. From Lewis'
evaluationof the study results,attractiveadvanced energy conversionsystems were
identifiedand placedintotwo groupsas follows:
Most attractiveadvanced systems
Steam turbines Coal,atmospheric-fluidized-bedfurnace(AFB)
Coal,pressurized-fluidized-bedfurnace(PFB)
Open-cycle gas turbines Coal-derivedliquidfuel,residualgrade
Combined cycles Coal derivedliquidfuel,residualgrade
Additionalattractiveadvanced systems
Open-cyclegas turbines Coal,atmospheric-fluidized-bedfurnace(AFB)
Coal,pressurized-fluidized-bedfurnace(PFB)
Integratedcoalgasifier
Closed-cyclegas turbines Coal,atmospheric-fluidized-bedfurnace(AFB)
Molten carbonatefuelcells Integratedcoalgasifier
Coal-derivedliquidfuel,distillategrade
The advanced systems identifiedas the most attractive showed the widest
applicabilityo thespectrum of processplantsincludedinthe study.
To illustratethe resultsobtained for these attractiveadvanced systems,
ranges of resultsare presented here for nine representativeindustrialprocesses
studiedincommon by both contractorsand used by Lewis in a detailedscreeningof
plant-basisresults.The ranges shown are only for the attractiveapplications
withinthesubsetof the nineindustrialprocessplant_
(1) Fuel energy savings, 14 to 44 percent- range forallattractivesystems
(2) Annual costsavings, 19 to 42 percent- coal-firedattractivesystems
8 to 27 percent- attractivesystems using
coal-derivedliquidfuels
(3) Emissionssavings, 72 to 91 percent- molten carbonatefuelcells
6 to 24 percent- GE resultsforgas turbines
and combined cyclesusing
coal-derivedliquidfuels
35 to 57 percent- UTC resultsforgas
turbinesand combined
cyclesusingcoal-derivdd
liquidfuels
25 to 54 percent- allother attractivesystems
(4) Return on investment, 17 to 54 percent- the "most attractivesystems"
I1 to 20 percent- the "additionalattractivesystems"
The higher cost savings for the attractivecoal-firedadvanced systems as
compared with the attractive systems using coal-derived liquid fuels were
primarilydue to the differencein the fuelcostsfor the cogenerationsystems. The
molten carbonate fuel cell systems had the highest emissions savings of the
attractivesystems because of the higherqualityfuelused and the characteristics
of that system. In fact, the on-siteemissions of some fuel cellsystems were
estimated to be lower than in the noncogenerationsituationeven though more fuel
is used at the sitein cogeneration. The differencesin emissionssavingsbetween
the GE and UTC resultsfor open-cyclegas turbinesand combined cyclesfiredby
coal-derivedliquidfuels resulted primarilyfrom differentassumptions for the
oxides-of-nitrogen(NOx) reductionsachievable, particularlyin NO x from the
high fuel-boundnitrogenin tileresidual-grade,coal-derivedfuel.
In additionto the screening of advanced systems on a plant basis,Lewis
evaluated the potentialrelativenationalsavingsof the advanced systems in the
specificindustriestudied.The approach used by Lewis involvedextrapolatingthe
contractors'plant-basisresultsto the new and replacement markets between 1985
and 1990 for each of the specificprocessesincludedin the contractors'studies.
Potentialnationalenergy savingsand other benefitswere estimated by assuming
100 percent implementation in each industrywhere a "hurdle"ROI was exceeded.
This hurdle ROI was varied parametricallyto investigatethe sensitivityof
potentialnationalsavingsto requiredROI. The national-basisevaluationsmade by
Lewis using this approach were in general consistent with and reinforced
identificationof attractivesystems based on the resultsof Lewis' plant-basis
screening.
Typically,allowingthe export of electricityincreasedthe potentialnational
energy savings by a factor of from 1.5 to 2.5. In many cases with exported
electricity,2 to 4 times more electricitywas generated than was needed at the
site.Inother cases,5 to 10 times more electricitywas produced than was needed
at the site.In thesecases utilityownership ratherthan industrialownership may
be appropriate.
In additionto comparing the advanced systems with eacllother,national-basis
resultswhere all the advanced systems were assumed to be available were
compared with results limited to the use of systems employing current
commercially availabletechnology alone. Results where the advanced systems
were assumed to be availableshowed a 40 percent to more than 80 percent energy
savingsover the resultsof cogenerationsystems using only current commercially
availabletechnology,depending on the ROI hurdle specified. Along with the
increasein potentialnationalenergy savingswas a 20 percent to more than 50
percent reductionin emissions,depending on the ROI hurdlean(]tileassumptions
for technologicaladvances to reduce emissions. In many applicationsthe
advanced-technologysystems showed higher ROI as well. Finally,the advanced
energy conversionsystems (which were based on the use of coal or coal-derived
fuels)showed good applicabilityto those industriesnow consuming largeamounts
of petroleum oil.This indicatesa potentialfordisplacingthe use of oilas well as
forsavingenergy.
In readingthisreportitisimportant to keep inmind thatthe objectivesof the
study were to provide technicaland economic comparisons and evaluationsof
advanced energy conversion systems for industrialcogeneration rather than to
address the benefitsof cogeneration itself.No attempt was made to propose
solutionsto institutional,regulatory,or market barriersthat could limit the
ultimateimplementation of cogeneration.Further the evaluationsmade apply only
to industrialcogenerationapplications.Different relativeattractivenesscould
very well be found for other applications ucn as utilitypowerplants (electricity
only), commercial and residentialtotal energy systems, or institutionaland
government installations,where the technicaland economic requirementscan be
significantlydifferentfrom thosestudie_here.
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2.0INTRODUCTION
2.1 Objectives
The Cogeneration Technology Alternatives Study (CTAS) was undertaken by
NASA for the Department of Energy (DOE) under authority of Interagency
Agreement EC-77-A-31-1062. It was a broad screening study that compared and
evaluated selected advanced energy conversion systems appropriate for use in
industrial cogeneration systems for the 1985-2000 time period. The principal aim
of the study was to provide DOE with information needed to establish
research-and-development (R&D) funding prioritiesfor advanced-technology
systems that could significantlyadvance the use of coal or coal-derivedfuelsin
industrialcogenerationapplications.
Cogeneration is broadly definedas the simultaneousproductionof electricity
or shaftpower and usefulthermal energy. When cogenerationis used,significant
savings in fuel energy usuallyresultbecause energy rejected from the power
system, which would otherwise be wasted when generating only electricity,is
recovered and used. Industrialcogeneration in the context of thisstudy refers
specificallyto thesimultaneousproductionof electricityand usefulthermal energy
to meet representativeindustrialplant requirements. A variety of potential
industrialapplicationswere selected- primarilyfrom the high-energy-consuming
industriesinthe United State_
The objectivesof the overallCTAS effortwere
(1) To identifyand evaluate the most attractiveadvanced energy
conversionsystems,for implementation in industrialcogenerationsystems for the
1985-2000time period,thatcouldpermit increaseduse of coalor coal-derivedfuels
(2) To quantifyand assessthe advantages of usingadvanced-technology
systems inindustrialcogeneration
CTAS was concerned exclusivelywith providing technical and economic
comparisons and evaluations of advanced-technology systems as applied to
industrialcogenerationratherthan with evaluatingthe meritsof the cogeneration
concept.
2.2 OverallScope and Methodology
At the requestof DOE the followingnine types of energy conversionsystems
were evaluatedinCTAS:
(1) Steam turbines
(2) Dieselengines
(3) Open-cycle gas turbines
(4) Combined gas turbine/steamturbinecycles
(5) Stirlingengines
(6) Closed-cyclegas turbines
(7) Phosphoricacid fuelcells
(8) Molten carbonatefuelcells
(9) Thermionics
Each type of system was examined with a varietyof fuelsand over a range of
parameters and levelsof technologicaladvancement that could be made available
for implementation in the 1985-2000 time period. In addition,for the steam
turbine,diesel engine, open-cycle gas turbine, and combined-cycle systems,
cogeneration resultsfor technology levels and fuels representativeof current
5
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TABLE i. - CTAS CONTRACTOR TEAMS
General Electric Co. United Technologies Corp.
Program GE Energy Technology Operation UTC Power Systems Division
management
Energy GE Internal Divisions UTC Internal Division
conversion Delaval, Inc. Aerojet Energy Conversion Co.
systems Institute of Gas Technology Bechtel National, Inc.
North American Phillips Corp. Cummins Engine Co., Inc.
Delaval Turbine and Compressor Division
Dr. Phillip Myers, Consultant
Mechanical Technology, Inc.
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Sulzer Brothers, Ltd.
Westinghouse Electric Co.
Industrial GE Internal Divisions Gordian Assoc.
processes Dow Chemical Co.
General Energy Assoc.
Kaiser Engineers, Inc.
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commercially availableequipment were estimated in order to serve as a baseline
for evaluatingthe advantages of advanced-technologysystems. Emphasis in the
study was on the use of high-sulfurcoal, minimally processed liquidfuelsmade
from coal,and low- or intermediate-Btugas made from coal in on-sitegasifiers
integratedwith the cogenerationsystem.
The systems were examined in cogenerationapplicationsina wide varietyof
representative industrial process plants selected from the highest
energy-consuming industries.The processplant applicationswere primarilyfrom
six major industrygroups;namely, chemicals and alliedproducts;primary metal
industries;petroleum refiningand related industries;paper and alliedproducts;
stone,clay,glass,and concrete products;and food and kindredproducts. These six
major industrygroups accounted for nearly 80 percent of the energy requiredto
provideelectricityand heat to the manufacturingsectorof U.S.industryin 1975.
Figure l shows the organizationalapproach used in the study. The study was
managed by NASA's Lewis Research Center for DOE's Divisionof FossilFuel
Utilization.The majority of the data in the study were developed in the two
contracted studiesperformed by industrialteams led by the General ElectricCo.
and the United TechnologiesCorp. Because of the great diversityof system types
and industrialapplications,each contractorteam consistedof a prime contractor
responsiblefor study management and a number of other organizationsincluding
divisionsof the prime contractor'sorganizationand subcontractors.This was done
to bring to bear on the study expertisein allthe elements necessary to establish
the technical, economic, and environmental characteristicsof complete
cogenerationsystems. The principalparticipantsin the two contractedstudiesare
identifiedintableI.
The two contractoreffortswere conducted independentlyand had essentially
the same scope. Some common ground rules were establishedby NASA in
consultationwith DOE for use in the studiesso that the resultsfrom the two
contractoreffortscould be more readilycompared. An essentialfeature of the
CTAS approach allowed each contractorto selectdesignconcepts and parameters,
system configurations,technologicalassumptions,and the likeconsistentwith the
industrialexperience and judgment of the various team members. It was
anticipatedthat differencesin contractorresultswould occur and, further,that
these differencescould be both validand instructivein evaluatingthe meritsof the
variousadvanced conversionsystems studied.
The Jet PropulsionLaboratory (JPL) supported Lewis in CTAS in a number of
areas,which includedconducting a survey of potentialindustrialapplicationsfor
cogeneration and providingdata on regionaldifferencesthat could affect study
results. Lewis, in adaition to managing the overallstudy, performed in-house
analyses to supplement and complement the contractor effort,to provide an
understandingof the differencesbetween contractorresults,and to evaluate the
studyresults.
The overallmethodology employed in CTAS isshown in figure2. Between the
two contractorsover 150 combinations of fuels,energy conversionsystems,design
options,and parameter variationswere input into the synthesisof cogeneration
systems for potentialapplicationto approximately 85 representativeindustrial
process plants. Using differentstrategiesfor matching the energy conversion
system to the process plant requirements,the contractorscalculatedplant-basis
cogenerationresultsfor more than 6000 cases. These plant-basisresultsincluded
calculationof fuel energy savings,annual energy cost savings,and emissions
reductions as compared with the noncogeneration situation of purchasing
electricityfrom a utilityand providing thermal requirements with an on-site
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boiler.From these resultsattractivecases for each of the nine types of energy
conversionsystems were examinea by the contractorsin a more detailedeconomic
analysisthat includedcalculationof returnon investment and the sensitivityof
resultsto changes in the economic ground rules.Sensitivityof resultsto changes
in ground ruleswas alsocalculatedby Lewis. Emphasis in the study was on these
plant-basiscalculations.However, potentialbenefitssuch as energy and emissions
savingswere alsoestimated on a nationalbasisby each contractorin a first-order
manner for each system as another inputintothe evaluationof the relativemerit
of the variousconcepts. Lewis independentlyestimated relativesavings for the
varioussystems on a nationalbasisby usingthe contractors'plant-basisresultsas
inputdata. The plant-basisand potentialnationalbenefitswere then used by each
contractor and by Lewis to compare and evaluate the advanced systems for
applicationto industrialcogeneration.
2.3 Purpose of NASA Summary Report
The purposesof thissummary CTAS reportare
(I) To summarize the major resultsof the CTAS effort,includingboth the
contractors'resultsand resultsfrom the Lewis in-houseanalyses
(2) To identifythe most attractiveadvanced energy conversionsystems for
industrialcogenerationbased on a Lewis evaluationof studyresults
A complete listingof the CTAS reportsisprovidedinappendixA.
Whilereadingthisreportitisimportant to keep in mind that the objectivesof
the CTAS effort were to compare and evaluate advanced energy conversion
systems ratherthan to evaluate the merits of the cogenerationconcept itself.In
addition,sinceCTAS representsa very broad screeningeffort,more emphasis was
placed on the relativecomparisons a_nong systems than on the absolutevalues of
the varioustechnicaland economic resultscalculated.More detailedstudiesof the
attractivesystems are requiredto more preciselydefine the best configurations
and to investigatethose technical,economic, and other aspectsof implementing
advanced technologyin industrialcogenerationnot within the scope of thisbroad
screeningeffort.
Section 3.0 definesthe cogenerationconcepts and optionsstudied,identifies
the industrialprocess plants included in the study and summarizes their
characteristics,describesthe energy conversionsystem variationsexamined, and
providessome perspectiveson the overallscope of the CTAS effort.
Section 4.0 describesthe common ground rulesestablishedby NASA for the
study and the major assumptionsspecificto each contractor'seffort,definessome
of the parameters used to evaluate the advanced conversionsystems,and presents
thescreeningapproach used by Lewis in evaluatingtheadvanced systems.
Section 5.0 summarizes the contractors'plant-basisresultsalong with the
national-basisresultsestimated by Lewis, identifiesthe most attractiveadvanced
systems based on the Lewis evaluationof study results,and discussessome of the
benefitsof advanced-technologycogenerationsystems.
Section 6.0 containsconcludingremarks and some additionalperspectiveson
CTAS results.
Appendix A identifiesthe contractorreportsbeing prepared as part of CTAS
and the detailedNASA report,which describesthe resultsof the Lewis and JPL
work inmore detail.
Appendix B discussesthe variousoutput parameters calculatedin the study
and theirsignificance.
Appendix C gives an example of the screening procedure used by Lewis to
identify the most attractive energy conversion systems on the basis of the
plant-siteresultsand an example of the method used by Lewis to compare the
potentialof each advanced system on a nationalbasis.
Appendix D illustratesthe sensitivityof plant-basisresultsto changes in fuel
and electricityprices.
3.0 STUDY SCOPE
This sectionpresentsthe informationnecessary to appreciatethe context in
which the advanced energy conversionsystems were studiedand the scope of the
analyses performed for the varioussystems. Section3.1 introducestilevarious
optionsand strategiesconsideredin CTAS for matching energy conversionsystems
with industrialprocessesin cogenerationconfigurationsand, in doing so, defines
some of the concepts and terms used frequentlyin tillsreport. Section 3.2
identifiesthe industrialprocess plantsincludedin the study and summarizes tile
data fortheserepresentativeapplications.Section3.3describesthe configurations
and ranges of designand operatingparameters investigatedfor the variousenergy
conversionsystems. Finally,Section3.4 providesperspectiveson tilelimitationsin
the scope of the CTAS effort.
3.1 IndustrialCogenerationOptionsand Strategies
In CTAS it was important to establishan approach thatwould allow the many
conversion systems with quite differentcharacteristicsto be compared on a
consistentbasis over a broad range of industrialprocess requirements. The
approach selectedforCTAS was to establishfor each industrialprocessa baseline
noncogenerationcase against which all cogenerationsystems, both current and
advanced, were then compared.
The noncogenerationconcept,which representsthe approach currentlyused by
the majorityof U.S. industrialplantsto satisfytheirrequirementsfor electricity
and processheat,isdepictedschematicallyin figure3. Allelectricityispurchased
from a utility,and allprocessheatisproduced by furnacesor boilerslocatedat the
plantsite.Fuel for the on-sitefurnacesor boilersisingeneralpurchase_I"overthe
fence." However, in cases where combustible wastes or byproductsthat could be
used as fuel were available from the industrialprocess, they were, where
appropriate,used in both the noncogenerationand cogenerationsituations.The
fuel energy requirements and emissions associated with the generation of
electricityat the utilityand the on-site production of process heat were
calculated,along with the totalcost to the industrialowner of satisfyingthe total
energy requirementsof the processin the noncogenerationcase. These valuesthen
provided a base againstwhich to evaluate the relativebenefitsof the various
current and advanced cogeneration systems. Even though a number of the
industrialprocessesconsideredin CTAS currentlypracticecogenerationto varying
degrees, a noncogenerationcase was establishedfor every process in order to
achievea consistentcomparisonof energy conversionsystems acrossallindustries.
Two optionsor configurationscan be consideredwhen applyingcogenerationto
an industrialprocess namely, topping and bottoming. Because of the program
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interestsof the sponsoringDOE division,the emphasis in CTAS was on the topping
option. And, although UTC did examine a few bottoming applications,this
summary report presents resultsonly for topping. In the topping cogeneration
configuration,fuelisinputto an energy conversionsystem locatedon an industrial
plant siteand generatingelectricityfor use in the plant. Waste heat from the
conversion system is recovered and used to provi(_eheat in some form to the
industrialprocess. (Inthe bottoming configuration,fuelisburned in a furnace or
boilerto providethe processheat required,and the waste heat from the processis
used as the thermal input to an energy conversion system that generates
electricity.)
A desirablesituationin the case of a toppingconfigurationwould occur when
the electricaland recoverablethermal outputsfrom the on-siteenergy conversion
system just match both the electricaland process heat requirements of an
industrialplant. Because thisin general is not the case, variousalternativesor
strategiesmust be employed in sizingan energy conversionsystem to match itto
the requirements of an industrialplant. The two basic strategiesthat were
considered by both CTAS contractorsare shown in figure4. In what has been
designated the "match electricity"strategy (fig.4(a)),the energy conversion
system is sized to meet the electricaldemand of the industrialprocess. If the
resultingrecoverableheat from tileconversionsystem isgreater than the process
heat requirement,only enough heat isrecovered to fulfillthe processneeds. Ifthe
recoverableheat from the conversionsystem is insufficiento meet the process
requirement,a supplementary furnaceisuseU on siteto make up thedeficit.
In the second basicsizingstrategy,designatedthe "match heat" strategy(fig.
4(b)),the energy conversion system is sized such that itsrecoverableheat just
matches the process heat requirement of the industrialplant. If the electrical
output of the conversionsystem is not adequate to meet the plantrequirement,
additionalelectricityis purchased from a utility.On the other hand, if excess
electricityis generated by the on-siteconversionsystem, the excess is exported
from thesiteand soldto the utilitygrid.
In additionto these two basic strategies,UTC also examined a strategyfor
sizingthe conversionsystems when processheat was to be suppliedto a plantat
multipletemperatures. This strategyisdesignatedthe "maximum energy savings"
strategy.
The match-electricity, match-heat, and, in the case of UTC,
maximum-energy-savings strategieswere used incalculatingresultsfor the various
cogeneration systems examined. For the purposes of this report,however, the
resultsof thesestrategieshave been evaluatedand displayedby Lewis in two set_
The firstset includesonly cases that do not produce more electricityfrom the
cogenerationsystem than is requiredat the siteand thereforewould not need to
sellelectricityto a utility(no exportallowed).The second set of resultsincludes
cases in which electricityissoldto a utility(exportallowed).Although the energy
savingsfrom cogenerationwith advanced-technologysystems issignificantlyhigher
if export is allowed, the current regulatoryand institutionalsituationtends to
discourageexportof electricityto the utility.Itwas thereforefeltthatpresenting
resultsboth with and without export allowed would be instructive.In the
contractorreportsresultsare presentedby cogenerationstrategy.
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3.2 IndustrialProcessPlantRequirements
In CTAS, advanced-technologyenergy conversionsystems were evaluatedand
compared forapplicationto cogenerationsystems in industrialprocessplantsin the
manufacturingsector of U.S. industry.The data developed by the contractorsfor
the processes included in the study are summarized here. The manufacturing
sectorof U.S. industryisclassifiedby the Officeof Management and Budget (OMB)
as Section D of the Standard IndustrialClassification(SIC)code, which includes
classificationsof industriesin two-digitcodes 20 to 39 as listedintable2. The top
I0 energy-consuming two-digitindustrygroups from the manufacturing sector are
shown in figure5, along with the relativeamounts of energy consumed and the
number of four-digitsubclassificationswithin each major industry group. The
energy consumed in 1975 inthe top I0 two-digitindustrygroupswas approximately
88 percentof the totalenergy consumed in the entireU.S.manufacturingindustry,
with the top six industrygroups accounting for approximately 77 percent of the
total.Primary emphasis was thus placed on the top six two-digitindustrygroups.
However, a number of the higherenergy-consuming processesfrom the remainder
of the top l0 industrygroups were also included. Each CTAS contractor team
independentlygathered data on the characteristicsof the processes within the
manufacturingindustryand, based on theirrespectivedata,selectedprocessesto
be consideredin theirstudies. NASA also gathered data on the processeswithin
the manufacturingindustry.The objectiveof the NASA effort,which was carried
out by the Jet PropulsionLaboratory,was primarilyto gain theknowledge required
by NASA to evaluateand coordinatethe selectionby the two contractorsof the
processesto be consideredinCTAS.
A number of criteriawere considered in selecting the processes. One
important criterionwas that the major energy-consuming industriesbe included,
sinceeven a small percentage savingsin theirenergy use could have a significant
nationalimpact. It was also necessary that a diversityof process requirements
representinga broad spectrum of U.S. industrybe considered.Applicabilityover a
wide varietyof processrequirements would obviouslybe a desirabletraitfor an
advanced conversionsystem to penetratethe market place. In examining process
requirements,such parameters as process size in terms of electricalpower
requirements,the ratioof electricalto process heat needs, and the temperature
and form of the processheat requiredwere feltto be important. The processes
selectedby the contractors,based on these criteria nd other qualitativefactors,
for use in comparing energy conversion systems are discussed brieflyin the
followingparagraphs. A smaller representativesubset of processes that were
considered by both contractorsis presented in Section 4.4, Lewis Evaluation
Approach. This subset is used in this summary report by Lewis to illustrate
comparisons of energy conversionsystems based on the plant-basisresultsobtained
by the two contractors.
The processesselectedby UTC and GE and the SIC four-digitsubcategoriesto
which they belong are shown in table3. The four-digitclassificationsincludedby
UTC currentlyconsume about 50 percent of the energy used in the manufacturing
sector of U.S. industry.The four-digitclassificationsincluded by GE represent
about 58 percent of the manufacturing industryenergy consumption. The SIC
system classifiesmanufacturing and industrialplants in accordance with their
productsratherthan the processemployed or the plant size. Therefore individual
plants producingsimilarproducts and includedin the same four-digitindustrial
classificationcan, and do, have significantlydifferentplant sizesand power and
processheat requirements.
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TABLE 2. - STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION CODE TWO-
DIGIT CLASSIFICATIONS WITHIN MANUFACTURING
SECTOR OF U.S. INDUSTRY
SIC code Industry group
20 Food and kindred products
21 Tobacco manufactures
22 Textile mill products
23 Apparel and other finished products
24 Lumber and wood products, except furniture
25 Furniture and fixtures
26 Paper and allied products
27 Printing, publishing, and allied industries
28 Chemicals and allied products
29 Petroleum refining and related industries
30 Rubber and miscellaneous plastic products
31 Leather and leather products
32 Stone, clay, glass, and concrete products
33 Primary metal industries
34 Fabricated metal products
35 Machinery, except eleetrical
36 Electrical and electronic machinery, equipment, and supplies
37 Transportation equipment
38 Measuring, analyzing, and controlling instruments
39 Miscellaneous manufacturing industries
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SIC INDUSTRY ENERGYCONSUMPTIONI 1975, NUMBEROFSIC
CODE GROUP PERCENTAGEOFINDUSTRIAL FOUR-DIGIT
ENERGYCONSUMPTION CLASSIFICATIONS
INGROUP
28 CHEMICALSANDALLIEDPRODUCTSrl/i//i/i////////////////////._ 22,7 28
33 PRINIARYMETALINDUSTRIES v////////////////////////j 19.8 14
29 PETROLEUMREFININGAND
r////////////,l 9.5 SRELATEDINDUSTRIES
26 PAPERANDALLIEDPRODUCTS r////////////J 9.2 17
32 STONE,CLAY,GLASS,AND
CONCRETEPRODUCTS r//////////J 8.4 27
20 FOODAND KINDREDPRODUCTS r/////////l 7.3 47
37 TRANSPORTATIONEQUIPMENT 1"77771 3.3 17
22 TEXTILEMILLPRODUCTS _ 3.1 30
30 RUBBERAND MISCELLANEOUS
PLASTICPRODUCTS 177"A 2,2 6
24 LUMBERAND WOOD PRODUCTS ri7-A 2.I 17
Figure5.-Top10energy-consumingdustriesnU.S.manufacturingsector.
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TABLE 3. - INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES SELECTED BY GE AND UTC FOR CTAS
SIC Industry GE UTC SIC Industry GE UTC
code code
2011 Meat packing X X 2824 Nylonfiber X X
2026 Fluidmilk X 2865 Styrene X X
2046 Wet cornmilling X 2865 Phenol-acetone X
2063 Beet sugar X 2865 Ethylbenzene X
2082 Malt beverages X X 2865 Cumene X
2051 Baking X 2869 Ethylene X X
2221 Broad-woven-fabric mills X 2869 Methanol X
2260 Textile finishing X 2869 Isopropanol X
2421 Sawmill- softwood X X 2869 Ethanol X
2436 Plywood- softwood X 2873 Ammonia X
2492 Particleboard X 2874 Phosphoric acid X
2621 Unbleached Kraft mill X 2895 Carbon black X
2621 Newsprint plant X X 2911 Petroleum refining X a X
2621 Writing-paper mill X X 3011 Tires - inner tubes X
2631 Corrugated-paper mill X X 3211 Flat glass X
2631 Boxboard mill X 3221 Glass containers X X
2631 Waste-paper mill X 3229 Pressed and blown glass X
2800 Integrated chemical plant Xa 3241 Portland cement plant X X
2812 Chlorine-caustic soda X X 3312 Integrated steel mill X X
2813 Cryogenic-O2:N 2 X 3325 Mini steel mill X
2819 Alumina X X 3312 Steel specialty plant X
2821 High-density polyethylene X 3321 Gray iron foundry X
2821 Low-density polyethylene X X 3331 Copper refining Xa X
2821 Polyvinyl chloride X X 3334 Aluminum X
2822 Styrene-butadiene rubber X X 3711 Motor vehicles X
2824 Polyester fiber X
astudied in multiple sizes,
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The diversityof process plant requirements represented by the selected
processesisillustratedin figures6 to 8. The processcharacteristicsshown are the
respective contractors'projectionsfor process plants to the 1985-2000 time
period. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the plant electricalrequirement to plant
thermal requirement E/Q plottedversusthe plantelectricalrequirements.Plants
from 1 MWe to about 300 MWe, exhibiting E/Q's from 0.01 to nearly 4.0, are
shown. A few processeswith electricalrequirementslessthan 1 MWe and several
with E/Q's outsidethe range of the ordinateof figure6 were consideredbut were
in generalfound not to be attractiveforcogenerationwith the conversionsystems
beingstudied.
The temperature at which process heat is required is very important in
matching energy conversion systems to industrialprocesses. The amount of
recoverable heat availablefrom many energy conversion systems is a strong
functionof the temperature at which processheat is required.The recoverable
heat availablefrom other systems is relativelyinsensitiveto the temperature
requirement over a rather wide range. The temperatures at which steam was
requiredfor the selectedprocessesare plottedin figure7 as a functionof E/Q.
The great majorityof the requirements are for process steam between 250o and
5000 F. A number of the processes also required hot water at 140o to
170OF, and several processesexhibiteda requirement for direct heat. (Where
practical,UTC configuredtheircogenerationsystems to fulfillall process heat
requirements; GE provided only steam and hot water requirements in their
configurations.)
The annual hours of plantoperationand the frequencyof shutdown can have a
significanteffect on the economic attractivenessof installinga cogeneration
system and on the relativeattractivenessof varioustypes of energy conversion
systems. Most of the process plantsconsideredin CTAS operate three shiftsper
day, 5 to 7 days per week (roughly6000 to 8000 hr/yr),as shown in figure8.
Average steady-stateelectricpower and process heat requirementswere used in
CTAS to characterizethe processes for the calculationof fuel energy savings,
emissionssavings,etc. This levelof detailwas appropriatefor the ratherbroad
evaluationof systems intendedinCTAS.
In additionto the specificplant-sitenergy consumption data,each contractor
also projectedthe nationalenergy consumption for each processto the 1985-2000
time period in order to estimate the potentialnationalbenefitsof the advanced
energy conversionsystems.
3.3 Energy ConversionSystems,Fuels,and Ranges of Parameters
3.3.1Energy ConversionSystem and FuelCombinations
The combinationsof energy conversionsystem types and fuelsor combustion
approaches consideredby each contractorare shown in table4. The petroleum-
and coal-derivedfuels are listed either as distillateor residualgrade. The
coal-firedcases are separated according to whether the coal was fired in an
atmospheric fluidizedbed (AFB) or ina pressurizedfluidizedbed (PFB) with in-bed
desulfurization;whether itwas fireddirectlyand first-generationlime or limestone
scrubbers were used for flue gas desulfurization(FGD); or whether the system
included an integratedlow- or intermediate-Btucoal gasifierwith fuel gas
desulfurization.
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Since the objectiveof the study was to examine advanced energy conversion
systems with minimally processedfuels,cases that used a high-Btu gaseous fuel,
eithernaturalor coalderived,were not selected.Any conversionsystem coulduse
such a fuel more easilythan the fuelsthat were considered,and inclusionof such
natural-gas-firedcases would not have significantlyalteredthe overallconclusions
of the study.
The combinations of energy conversion systems and fuels analyzed with
state-of-the-artdesign parameters are footnotedin table 4. These combinations
served as a baselinefor the comparison with advanced-technologycases. Note
that most of the eases that use a petroleum-based fuel were state-of-the-art
systems. The use of coal or coal-derived fuels was emphasized for the
advanced-technology cases. Any of the advanced-technology cases that use
coal-derivedfuelscould also of course use a petroleum-basedfuel,probably with
some improvements inperformance,emissions,and cost.
3.3.2Energy ConversionSystem Parameters
For the combinationsof conversionsystems and fuelslistedintable4, a range
of parameters or some variationin system configurationwas studied.The ranges
of parameters used for the advanced-technologycases are summarized in table 5
for each type of system. Those used for the state-of-the-artbaselinecases are
summarized intable6.
Steam turbines.- For steam turbinesystems,the advanced technologystudied
was mainly concerned with the boilertype. Both contractorsstudied advanced
systems with coal-fired,fluidized-bedboilersto compare with the state-of-the-art
cases shown in table 6. UTC included considerationof 1800 psig/1050o F
throttleconditions,which are beyond current practicein the United States for
small industrialturbines.
As indicatedin these tables the contractorsused differentsteam turbine
approaches. GE chose a noncondensingturbinewith back pressurecorrespondingto
the average pressure of the process steam required on site. UTC chose a
condensingsteam turbinewith singleextraction.
Open-cycle gas turbinesand combined cycles.- Both contractorsassumed the
use of coal-derived,residual-gradefuelfor most of the liquid-fired,open-cyclegas
turbinesystems. GE analyzedadvanced systems with turbineinlettemperaturesof
2200° F with air-cooledturbine blades and 2600° F with water-cooled blades.
UTC analyzed advanced systems with a 2500o F turbineinlettemperature and
air-cooledblades.GE includedrecuperatedcyclesusingdistillate-gradefuel.Both
contractorsconsideredcombined-cycle configurationsusing the same gas turbine
inlet temperatures assumed for the simple cycles. Both also analyzed
configurationswith steam injectionto the combustor where the steam isgenerated
in a heat exchanger in thegas turbineexhaust.
Both contractors included gas turbine systems with an integrated,
entrained-bed gasifierand cold fuel gas cleanup. GE used a combined-cycle
configurationand an oxygen-blown gasifierfor thiscas_ UTC used a simple cycle
and an air-blowngasifier.In addition,UTC includedgas turbinesusinga coal-firea
PFB combustor and indirectlyfiredgas turbinesusingan AFB combustor. In both
thesesituationsthey assumed theuse of airtubes in the fluidbed, with the heated,
pressurizedairducted to the turbineinlet.
As shown intable6 both contractorsstudiedstate-of-the-artgas turbineswith
a 2000° F inlet temperature that used a distillate-gradepetroleum fuel. In
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TABLE 4. - CONVF, RSION SYSTEM - FUEL COMBINATIONS
System Fuel
Petroleum Coal-derived liquids Coal
Distillate Residual Distillate Residual Flue gas Atmospheric Pressurized Gasifier
desulfur- fluidized fluidized
ization bed bed
Steam turbine aGE, aUTC' GE, UTC aGE, aUTC GE, UTC GE
Open-cycle gas turbine:
Simple aGE, aUTC aGE, UTC GE, UTC UTC UTC UTC
Recuperated GE
Steam injection UTC GE, UTC UTC UTC
Combined gas turbine/ aUTC UTC GE, UTC UTC UTC GE
steam turbine
t_ Diesel:o
Low speed aUTC UTC UTC
Medium speed aGE aGE GE
High speed aUTC UTC
Closed-cycle gas turbine UTC GE, UTC
Stirling engine GE GE, UTC GE UTC
Fuel cell:
Phosphoric acid UTC GE, UTC
Molten carbonate UTC GE, UTC GE, UTC
Molten carbonate/ GE
steam
Thermionic GE, UTC GE
Thermionic/steam GE, UTC GE
aCase analyzed with current commercially available technology.
TABLE 5.- MAJOR PARAMETERS STUDIED FOR ADVANCED ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS
System Parameter General Electric United Tech-
Co. nologies Corp.
Steam turbine Turbine configuration Noncondensing with Condensing with
back pressure at single extraction
process required at 50 or 600 psig
pressure
Throttle pressure/temperature, psig/°F 1450/1000 1200/950
850/825 1800/1050
Boiler type AF B, PF B AF B
Open-cycle gas turbine:
Liquid fueled Turbine inlet temperature, OF 2200,2600 2500
Pressure ratio 8 to 16 10 to 18
Recuperator effectiveness:
With residual fuel 0 0
With distillate fuel 0, 0.6, 0.85
Ratio of steam injection rate to airflow 0, 0.1, 0.15 0, 0.05, 0.1
Bottoming cycle None, steam None, steam
Coal fired Turbine inlet temperature, OF:
With coal - gasifier 2200 2400,2500
With coal - PFB 1600
With coal - AFB 1500
Pressure ratio:
With gasifier 10 17, 18
With coal - PFB 6 to 10
With coal - AFB 10
Gasifier type Entrained bed Entrained bed
Bottoming cycle Steam None, steam
Diesel:
Low speed (2 cycle) Speed, rpm 120
Jacket coolant temperature, °F 266
Unit size, MWc _ to 29
Medium speed (4 cycle) Speed, rpm 450
Jacket coolant temperature, OF 250
Unit size, MWe 0.3 to 15
High speed (4 cycle) Speed, rpm 1800
Jacket coolant temperature, OF Adiabatic
Unit size, MWe 0.2 to 15
Closed-cycle gas turbine Working fluid ttelium Air, helium
Turbine inlet temperature, OF:
With AFB 1500 1500
With liquid fuel 2200
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TABLE 5. - Concluded.
System Parameter General Electric United Tech-
Co. nologies Corp.
Closed-cycle gas turbine Pressure ratio:
(concluded) With helium 2.5 3 to 6
With air 3 to 14
Recuperator effectiveness 0, 0.6, 0.85 0,0.85
Compressor inlet temperature, OF 80 190,300
Stirling engine Fluid Helium Helium
Maximum fluid temperature, oF:
With coal - flue gas desulfurization 1390
With coal - AFB 1450
With liquid fuel 1600
Heat input configuration:
With coal fuel Intermediate heat- Intermediate
transfer gas loop heat-transfer
gas loop
With liquid fuel Heater head in Intermediate
combustion zone heat-transfer
gas loop
Engine coolant temperature, OF As required by 150
process up to 500
Unit size, MWe 0.5 to 2 0.5 to 30
Fuel cell:
Phosphoric acid Stack temperature/pressure, °F/psia 375/15 400/120
Fuel processing:
With petroleum-derived fuel Steam reformer Steam reformer
With coal-derived fuel Steam reformer Adiabatic reformer
Molten carbonate Cell stack temperature, OF 1000 to 1300 1100 to 1300
Cell stack pressure, psia 147 120
Cell stack temperature control configuration:
With distillate-grade fuel Cathode recycle Anode recycle
With gasifier Excess cathode air Anode recycle
Gasifier type (coal-fired case) Entrained bed Entrained bed
Bottoming cycle None, steam with None
gasifier
Thermionics Emitter collector temperature, OF 2420P10 2400/763
1880/900 2400/1113
Configuration Modular array Thermionic heat
exchanger (THX)
Air preheat temperature, OF 1000 2200,1000
Bottoming cycle None, steam None, steam
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TABLE 6. - MAJOR PARAMETERS OF STATE-OF-THE-ART ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS
System Parameter General Electric United Tech-
Co. nologles Corp.
Steam turbine Configuration Noncondensing with Condensing with
back pressure at single extraction
process required at 50 or 600 psig
pressure
Throttle pressure/temperature, psig/°F 1450/1000 1200/950
850/825
Fuel Pulverized coal Pulverized coal
with flue gas de- with flue gas de-
sulfurization, sulfurization,
petroleum re- petroleum re-
sidual sidual
Gas turbine:
Petroleum distillate Turbine inlet temperature, °F 2000 2000
fired Pressure ratio 10 10 to 14
Petroleum residual Turbine inlet temperature, °F 1750
fired Pressure ratio 10
Diesel
Petroleum distillate Type Medium speed, High speed,
fired 4 cycle 4 cycle
Speed, rpm 450 1800
Jacket coolant temperature, OF 180 200
Unit size, MWe 0.3 0.4 to 1.5
Petroleum residual Type Medium speed, Low speed,
fired 4 cycle 2 cycle
Speed, rpm 450 120
Jacket coolant temperature, OF 155 158
Unit size, MWe 1 to 10 8 to 29
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addition,GE included a state-of-the-artgas turbine at 1750o F that used a
residual-gradepetroleum fuel.
Diesel engines.- GE studied four-stroke-cycle,medium-speed dieselsusing
distillate-or residual-gradeliquidfuels. UTC studied high-speed dieselsusing
distillate-gradeliquid fuel and a low-speed, two-stroke-cycle diesel using
residual-gradeliquidfuelor pulverizedcoal. Both contractorsassumed the use of
coal-derivedliquidfuelsfor the advanced-technologydieselconfigurations.The
UTC coal-firedcase assumed a floatationprocessfor desulfurization(but no cost
or performance penalty for thiswas included by UTC for thissystem). In the
advanced-technology version of the high-speeddiesel,UTC assumed the use of
ceramic parts in high-temperature areas in order to completely eliminate the
jacket coolant. GE assumed advancements includinghigherbrake mean effective
pressure (BMEP), reductions in losses to the jacket coolant, higher coolant
temperatures,and largerunitsizes. Both contractorsalso assumed a reductionin
NO x emissionsalthough in theirjudgment the reductionwould not be enough to
bring the dieselengine emissions down to the limitsset for the study. GE also
considered the use of an open-cycle steam heat pump integrated with the
jacket-coolantwater loop inorder to produce usefulprocesssteam from thiswaste
heat.
Closed-cyclegas turbines.- Both contractorsstudied 1500o F closed-cycle
gas turbine systems using an atmospheric-fluidized-bed,coal-firedfurnace. In
addition,UTC analyzed a 22000 F closed-cyclegas turbine system using a
residual-grade-fuel-firedfurnace with ceramic heat exchangers. Both contractors
includedboth recuperatedand unrecuperatedcycles. In a cogenerationapplication
an unrecuperatedcycle would allow recoveryof a greaterfractionof waste heat as
steam, which is the dominant form required by the processes studied. The
electricalefficiency,however, is of course lower for the unrecuperated version.
Also, to improve heat recovery at the expense of some lossinelectricalefficiency,
UTC considered cases with 190o F and 300° F compressor inlettemperatures
rather than the lower temperatures that would be more appropriatefor power
generationonly.
Stirlingengines.- As indicatedin table 5 both contractorsstudiedStirling
engines using helium as the working fluid.For the liquid-firedcase GE assumed
that the heater-head tubes were located directlyin the combustion zone. In the
coal-firedcase,they used an intermediatehelium gas loop to transferheat from
the pulverizedcoal furnace to the engine heater-headtubes. GE did not use an
AFB because they considered the temperature differencebetween the nominally
uniform 1550o F fluid bed and the selected 1470° F engine heater tube
surfacesto be too small to be practicalfor such a gas loop. UTC did use an AFB
furnace, but their engine configurationwas much different. They studied a
two-stage configurationwith heat inputto the engine at the peak value shown in
table 5 and at nominally 500° F. They therefore used an intermediate air
heat-transferloop that exited the AFB at 1500° F, or the liquid-fuel-fired
furnaceat 1800o F, and returnedat 500° F.
Most of the processheat providedby thisStirlingengine as configuredin the
UTC study was 500° F steam generated by using heat transferredfrom the
intermediateair loop between the high-temperatureinput to the engine and the
lower temperature input to the engine. Hot water at 140o F was obtained from
engine heat rejection.GE, however, obtained most of theirprocess heat in the
form of steam from the engine by raisingthe heat rejectiontemperature to higher
levels.They obtaineda smalleramount of steam from the furnaceloop in order to
avoideitherthe use of a high-temperatureairpreheateror highstacklosses.
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Phosphoric acid and molten carbonate fuel cells.- UTC studied only
pressurizedphosphoricacid fuelcells;GE consideredonly atmospheric cells.Both
contractorsused_a conventionalsteam reformer for the fuelprocessing.UTC also
considered an advanced adiabatic reformer to produce the hydrogen-rich gas
required. The adiabatic reformer, unlike the steam reformer, uses neither a
separate combustion of fuel nor heat transferto the gasificationreactionzone
through the heat-exchangersurface. Instead,all the fuel together with air and
steam is mixed and reacted in the presence of a nickelcatalyst.In one design
optionwith the adiabaticreformer,UTC used the cathode exhaust,which contains
unreactedoxygen and water vapor from fueloxidation,as an inputto the reformer
insteadof separateairand steam flow. Thisallowed productionof a largeramount
of steam forprocessuse.
In the high-temperaturefuelcellcases UTC used a configurationinwhich heat
is removed from the molten carbonate fuelcellstacksby recirculatinganode gas.
GE used recirculatedcathode gas for the liquid-firedcase and excess cathode air
for the integratedgasifercase. Both used an entrained-bed,air-blown gasifier
with cold-gasdesulfurizationin the coal-firedcase. In the liquid-firedcase,both
GE and UTC used an adiabaticreformer.
Thermionics.- As indicatedin table5, for the thermionicsystem GE assumed
the use of planar,modular arrays of small convertersliningthe surfacesof the
furnace. UTC used what is known as the THX approach, which involveslarger
convertersmounted on large heat pipes,with the heat pipes extending into the
furnace.
The two sets of emitter-collectortemperatures shown in table 5 for GE are
used fortemperature stagingwithinthe furnace. GE used airto cool the collectors
and then used this1000o F air in the furnace for combustion. In UTC's case the
collectorswere steam cooled. In the UTC configurationthe combustion air was
heated by using furnace exit gases. They examined a 22000 F airpreheat with a
ceramic heat exchanger and a I000o F air preheat with a metallic heat
exchanger. The higher collectortemperature shown in table 5 was used to
generate steam turbinethrottlesteam in the UTC configurationthat includedthe
bottoming cycle. The lower temperature collectorwas used in the configuration
withouta bottomingcycle,where onlyprocesssteam was generated.
3.4 Limitationsof Scope
The prime considerationin setting the scope of CTAS was to enable
comparisonsand evaluationsof the advanced energy conversionsystems studiedto
be made for industrialcogeneration applications.The potentialprocess plant
applicationsincludedin the studyconvered a largefraction(i.e.,50 percent)of the
energy used by industryand includeda wide diversityof process requirements.
Thisenabledvalidand meaningfulcomparisonsof the advanced systems to be made
both for representativeplants and on a national basis. Of course not all
applicationscould be includedand other potentiallyattractiveapplicationsmay
exist. Further,although process requirements for each applicationwere those
projectedby the contractorsforthe 1985-2000time period,changes in processesto
make them more amenable to cogenerationwere not consideredin thestudy.
A wide, but certainlynot exhaustive,range of advanced energy conversion
system configurationsand parameter variationswas studied. More optimum
configurationsthan thosestudiedprobablyexist,particularlyfor thosesystems not
previouslystudiedfor industrialcogenerationapplications.However, itisbelieved
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that for the purposesof the study enough optionswere consideredforeach system
to enable the relativemerit of the varioustypesof systems to be evaluated. More
detailedstudiesare requiredfor the attractivesystems to more preciselydefine
the best configurationsand to investigatethose technical,economic, and other
aspectsof cogenerationbeyond thescope of the CTAS effort.
Many institutional,regulatory,and market considerationswill affect the
ultimate implementation and acceptance of industrialcogeneration either with
current or advanced-technology systems. Although these considerationswere
recognized, no attempt was made in the study to provide solutionsto any
institutionalor regulatoryproblems thatmay exist.Rather,where possible,results
are presentedin a way thatcan provideusefulinformationto those charged with
the responsibilityforaddressingtheseissues.
Finally,the study was concerned only with industrialcogeneration at
individualplantsites.The evaluationsof the systems thereforeapply only to that
application,and no inferenceshould be drawn as to the relativemerit of the
systems forany other application.
4.0 STUDY METHODOLOGY
This section discussesthe major assumptions used in the study and the
screening process used by Lewis in its evaluationof resultsfor the various
advanced energy conversionsystems. Section 4.1 describesthe common ground
rulesestablishedfor use in the study. Section4.2 describesthe major assumptions
made by the contractors,which are specificto each contractedstudy. Section4.3
definessome of the output parameters specifiedfor common use in the study.
Section4.4describesthe processused by Lewis initsevaluationof studyresults.
4.1 Common Ground Rules
A set of ground ruleswas establishedby NASA in cooperationwith DOE and
the contractorsin order to ensure that the contractors'resultscould be compared
on a consistentbasisand that differencesthat occurred would not be attributable
to arbitrarydifferencesin the basic study assumptions. The major areas where
common ground ruleswere establishedare
(1) Fuel characteristics
(2) Utilitycharacteristics
(3) Fueland electricityprices
(4) Emissionsguidelines
(5) Capitalcostingapproach and economic methodology
(6) Output parameters
A number of the most significantground rules are discussedin the following
paragraphs.
4.1.1Fuel Characteristicsand Price
Figure 9 shows the fuels considered for use in CTAS. The emphasis, as
indicatedin figure 9, was on the use of high-sulfurcoal, minimally processed
coal-derivedliquidfuels,and low- or intermediate-Btu(LBtu or IBtu)gas obtained
throughon-sitegasificationof coal. Residual-gradepetroleum oilwas considered
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Figure9. - CTASfuels.
TABLE 7. - FUEL SPECIFICATIONS
Content Petroleum derived Coal derived Coal
Distillate Residual Distillate Residual
Sulfur,wt% 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.7 3.9
Nitrogen,wt% 0.06 0.25 a0.8 al.0 1.0
Hydrogen,wt% 12.7 10.8 a9.5 a8.5 5.9
Ash, wt% Negligible 0.03 0.06 0.26 9.6
Trace elements b Low High Moderate High High
aNominal value.
bvanadium, sodium, potassium, calcium, and lead.
TABLE 8.- FUEL PRICESBASED ON DOE INPUT
Fuel 1985 Base year Escalationofprice
price, above inflation,
1978$/MBtu percent/yr
Distillate oil a 3.80 1.0
Residual oil a 3.10 1.0
Coal 1.80 1.0
Natural gas 2.40 4.6 (1985-2000)
1.0 (after 2000)
aprices for petroleum- and coal-derived liquid fuels
of similar grades are assumed to be the same.
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as an intermediatestep from the clean fuelsin use in most currentlyavailable
systems toward the use of coal-derived fuels. A small number of systems
(primarilystate-of-the-artconfigurations)usingpetroleum distillatefuelwere also
examined. The fuelspecificationsprovided to the contractorsare summarized in
table7. The specifications hown for the petroleum distillatefuel and the
petroleum residual-gradefuel represent characteristicsnear the upper limitsof
currentspecificationsfor #2 dieseloiland #5 boiler-gradefuel,respectively,and
are not necessarilytypicalof the fuelsbeing used today. The coal-derivedliquid
fuels specifiedare not the outputs of any particularliquefactionprocess but
representwhat might be futurecharacteristicsof minimallyprocessedcoal-derived
liquidfuelsin gradessimilarto the specifiedpetroleum fuels.Characteristicsof
the low- or intermediate-Btugas were not specifiedbut depended on the specific
gasifierconceptsselectedby the respectivecontractor.
Prices assumed for the fuels are given in table 8. Prices for the
petroleum-basedfuelsand coal were based on projectionsfor industrialuses made
by the DOE Energy Information Administration. These data were provided to
NASA by DOE foruse in CTAS. Pricesforcoal-derivedliquidfuelswere assumed
to be the same as the pricesforpetroleum-basedfuelsof comparable grades,based
on the assumption thatfor coal-derivedliquidfuelsto achieve a significantdegree
of usage in industry,the effectivepriceto the user would have to be competitive
with petroleum fuels. The prices shown are projected nationalaverages. The
impact of regionaldifferencesin fuelprices(and electricityprices)was examined
by Lewis.
In some industrialprocesses included in the study byproduct fuels were
available.The characteristicsof byproduct fuelsand the amounts of byproduct
fuels availablewere determined by the contractors from their data for the
industrialprocesses. When byproduct fuelswere used, they were assumed to be
availableat no charge.
4.1.2UtilityCharacteristicsand ElectricityPrice
Electricpower purchased from a utilitywas assumed to be baseload power
generated by a coal-firedsteam powerplant at an efficiencyof 32 percent
includingtransmissionand distributionlosses.The utilitywas assumed to exactly
meet the emissionsguidelinesforcoal-firedsystems as describedhere. The prices
assumed forelectricity(in1978 dollars)were as follows:
(I)Purchase pricefor utilityelectricityin 1985 is 3.3_/kWhr (basedon DOE
input).
(2)Electricitypurchase priceescalatesat 1 percent above inflation(basedon
DOE input).
(3)Price received by a cogeneratorfor electricityexported to the gridis 60
percentof the purchaseprice.
The purchase price and escalationrate were based on the same DOE Energy
InformationAdministrationdata as the fuelprices.Electricitypriceswere based
on projected prices for industrialcustomers. Average demand charges were
assumed to be includedin the price of electricity.Standby charges for electric
power were not considered. Although standby charges can be significantin any
given applicationbeing considered for implementation,they are highly variable.
For thisbroad screeningstudy of advanced energy conversionsystems, the effect
of these charges was not addressed. As in the case of the fuel prices the
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electricitypriceswerenationalaveragevalues.Furthera flatelectricityratewas
assumed,thatis,no variationinpricewithsizeofelectricaldemand.
The salepriceof exportedelectricitywas establishedby Lewis,with DOE
approval,afterdiscussionwithseveralutilitiesand the CTAS contractors.The 60
percentvalueisroughlyequivalento the costof fuelrequiredby a utilityto
generatea likeamount ofelectricity.
4.1.3EmissionsGuidelines
A set of emissions guidelineswas establishedby Lewis to provide the
contractorswith a common levelthat shouldnot be exceeded in formulatingtheir
cogeneration system designs. These guidelineswere based on the 1971 Federal
New Source Performance Standards(NSPS) for steam powerplants,which were in
effect at the startof thisstudy, and on NSPS that were proposed in 1977 for
stationarygas turbines.The guidelines,presentedin table 9, are fueldependent
and are based on the fuelenergy inputto the powerplant. Note thatthe guidelines
for solidcoal were also appliedto cases where on-sitegasificationis used. The
emissionsguidelineswere reviewed by both DOE and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), priorto theiruse in CTAS, for appropriatenessin a study such as
this,which is aimed at comparing a wide varietyof advanced energy conversion
systems. Conversionsystems thatdid not meet the guidelineswere not eliminated
from furtherstudy but were flaggedfor theirfailureto meet the guidelines.Itis
important to note that some states have more stringentstandards for steam
powerplants than those delineatedin the 1971 NSPS. State-by-stateemissions
standardsand data on nonattainment areas were cataloged by JPL in support of
CTAS and are includedinthe detailedNASA report(seeappendixA).
4.1.4CapitalCostingApproach
All capitalcostsare given in1978 dollars,and interestduringconstructionwas
includedwhen the capitalcostswere used in the economic analyses. Capitalcosts
were estimated forallon-siteequipment associatedwith the generationof electric
power and process heat. Capital costs for distributionof power or heat,
condensate returnsystems,and process-relatedequipment were not includedinthe
cost estimates since the same equipment would be used with or without
cogeneration.
An "island"approach to capitalcostingwas specifiedby Lewis foruse by both
CTAS contractors.Each totalcogenerationsystem was made up of a number of
major subsystems (e.g.,fuel handling,furnace, and conversion systems). Each
major subsystem and the balance of plantequipment associateddirectlywith that
subsystem make up a cost "island."The major cost islandsused by the two CTAS
contractorsare shown intable10. Costs were estimated by the contractorsfor the
equipment, installationmaterial,and labor for each islandfrom inputsgenerated
by the conversionsystem consultantson theirCTAS team and/or from cost models
based on experience with existingsimilar equipment or previous studies. All
equipment, material,and labor requiredto tie together the separate subsystem
islands into a total cogeneration system, and which cannot be conveniently
allocatedto a specificsubsystem island,were accounted for in a balance-of-plant
(BOP) island.
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TABLE 9. - EMISSIONS GUIDELINES BASED ON
PROPOSED NSPS FOR STEAM POWERPLANTS
(1971) AND ON PROPOSED NSPS FOR
STATIONARY GAS TURBINES (1977)
Pollutant Fuel type
Solid Liquid Gaseous a
NOx, lb/MBtu 0.7 b0.5 O. 2
SOx, lb/MBtu 1.2 0.8 0.2
Particulates, Ib/MBtu 0.1 0.1 0.1
asolid-fuel standards apply to systems using gas
produced on site from integrated coal gasifiers.
bNO x guideline for petroleum distillate is 0.4 lb/
MBtu input, i
TABLE 10. - CAPITAL COST ACCOUNTING CATEGORIES (ISLANDS)
General Electric Co. United Technologies Corp.
Item Island name Item Island name
1 Fuel handling 1 Fuel and waste handling and storage
2 Fuel utilization and cleanup 2 Conversion system heat source
3 Energy conversion system 3 Energy conversion system
4 Bottoming cycle 4 Thermal storage
5 Heat sink 5 Supplementary heat
6 Balance of plant 6 Heat rejection
7 Balance of plant
3O
TABLE 11. - COST ADDERS
General United
Electric Technologies
Co. Corp.
Indirect labor, percent of direct labor 90 75
Contingency, percent 15 20
Engineering and fees, percent 11 15
TABLE 12. - MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS FOR CTAS ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Inflationrate ...... .............. Alleconomic calculationsare inflationfreea
Income taxrate,includingfederal,state,and
localincome taxes,percent.................................... 50
Other local taxes and insurance, percent of
capital investment per year ..................................... 3
Investment tax credit (assumed to reduce tax
liability in first year of operation) ................................ 10
Depreciation ......................... Sum of year's digits; 15-year tax life
Cost of capital (after taxes), percent .............................. 5.4
Capital cost escalation above general inflation .......................... 0
Startup date (all systems assumed to start opera-
tion in that year; capital investment assumed to
occur in single cash flow at that time) ............................. 1990
aGives conservative results.
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The contractors'cost categorieswere reviewed and coordinatedearly in the
study,in order to achieve,where practical,consistencybetween the contractorsin
the levelof breakdowns and in the equipment includedin the variousislands.The
contractorsreported costs at one levelof detailgreaterthan thatshown in table
I0. Because of the diversityof data sourcesand the methodologiesused by the two
contractorsin developingcost estimates,it was not always possibleto establish
directlycomparable cost islands.For example, in the UTC cost breakdown, costs
for the heat source and associatedcleanup equipment for the energy conversion
system were in theiritem 2. Costs for a supplementary furnace and associated
equipment, when required,were reported under their item 5. In the GE cost
breakdown, costs for the energy conversion system heat source and the
supplementary furnace, when required,were both reported under GE's item 2.
Sufficientlydetailedcost data were reportedto allow Lewis to compare costsand
to evaluatedifferenceswhere they occurred.
The totalinstalledcostsfor the appropriatesubsystem islandswere summed
togetherwith the balance-of-plantisland.Cost adders such as indirectlaborcosts,
contingency,engineeringservices,and fees were then includedto obtain the total
cogeneration system capitalcosts. Each contractorused cost adders consistent
with hisdata sources and costingmethodology. The cost adders used are given in
tableII.
4.1.5Economic Assumptions
A wide variationis possiblein the methodology and assumptions used in the
economic analysesof a proposed venture. To facilitatethe comparison of results
generated by the two contractors,NASA, after consultationwih the contractors
and DOE, specifieda set of ground rulesto be followed in the CTAS economic
analyses. Two primary parameters that were used in CTAS as measures of
economic attractivenesswere levelized annual energy cost and return on
investment. They are definedinSection4.3.
Severalof the more important assumptionsused in the economic analysesare
listedin table 12. The valueswere specifiedby Lewis afterconsultationwith the
contractors,and the assumptions were provided to DOE for review before being
incorporatedintothe study.
4.2 Contractor-SpecificAssumptions
There were a number of importantareas where itwas decided not to establish
common ground rulesbut to allow the contractorsto incorporatetheirindividual
philosophies,design approaches, and methodologies. A number of these areas
where the contractor-specificassumptionshave a significanteffecton the study
resultsare discussedbrieflyhere.
4.2.1Noncogeneration Case
The noncogeneration case was the baselineagainst which allcogene_ation
system energy costs and emissionssavingswere measured. Thus the assllmptions
that were made in definingthe noncogenerationcase coula,in some casts,have a
significanteffecton the absolutevalue of the results.The noncogener_tioncases
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establishedby both contractorsdifferedonly in theirphilosophieson the fuelthat
was assumed for the on-sitefurnacesproducing processheat. UTC assumed that
noncogeneration plantsbuiltfrom 1985 to 2000 would predominantly use liquid
fuelsin theirprocessheat furnaces,similarto currentpractice.UTC assumed that
whatever liquidfuel was availablefor the cogeneration system could also be
availablefor use with the noncogenerationsystem. Therefore,when cogeneration
systems based on commercially availableor advanced-technology systems were
examined with petroleum-basedfuels,the noncogenerationfuelwas residual-grade
petroleum oil.When UTC was consideringan advanced cogenerationsystem fueled
by coal or coal-derivedliquidfuel,the noncogenerationfuelwas assumed to be a
residual-grade,coal-derivedliquid.The GE approach was to assume that for
noncogenerationplantsbuiltfrom 1985 to 2000 coal would be the predominant fuel
for the on-site furnaces when the plant size was sufficientto support the
equipment required (processheat required,>30x106 Btu/hr). In smaller plants
the noncogenerationfuelwas assumed to be coal-derivedresidualoil.
This difference in noncogeneration fuel had a significanteffect on the
absolute values of the results,especiallyenergy cost savings and ROI for the
cogenerationsystems. This effect isaiscussedin appendixB. To obtaindata that
permitted a more directcomparison between the two contractors'results,GE was
requestedto providecomputer data for alltheircases for a noncogenerationfuel
consistent with that assumed by UTC, in addition to data based on their
assumption. The liquid-fuelednoncogenerationcase, for which data are available
from both contractors,willbe used throughout this report for comparisons of
results.
4.2.2ProcessHeat Requirements
The two CTAS contractorschose differentmethods of definingand matching
the processrequirementsand conversionsystem capabilitiesin the area of process
heat. The significantdifferencesare discussedbrieflyin thissection.
UTC elected to specifyfive "bins"into which all process heat requirements
were categorizedin order to enable them to proceed with theirsystem designs
independentlyof the industrialprocess data. The bins were specifiedas 140o F
hot water, 300° F (50 psig)saturatedsteam, 500° F (600 psig)saturatedsteam,
700° F (600 psig)superheatedsteam, and directheat. In some cases direct-heat
requirementscan be satisfiedthrough the directuse of the gaseous exhaust from
an energy conversionsystem. The energy conversionsystem designoptionswere
configuredto provide recoverableheat for one or more of these bins. UTC and
Gordian Associatesexamined the processrequirements and, usingtheirjudgment,
placed them in the appropriatebins. This technique for matching the system
capability with the process requirements enabled UTC to then satisfy
multiple-temperatureprocess heat requirements. In general a process heat
requirement was placed in the next higher temperature bin (e.g.,a 375° F
requirement would be placed in the 500° F bin). When the energy conversion
system capabilitywas determined, it was typicallyadjusted to the next lower
temperature bin (e.g.,if the maximum temperature a system could provide was
400° F, it was adjusted to the 300° F bin). This methodology allowed
considerationof multiple-temperatureprocess heat requirements. In some cases
(especiallywhere only relativelylow-grade heat is availablefrom the system) it
yieldedconservativeresults.
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GE developed a characteristicforeach conversionsystem that expressed the
electricoutput and the amount of recoverable waste heat availablefrom that
system as a functionof the temperature at which the processheat was required.
This characteristicassumed that fora given plantallprocessheat was providedat
one temperature. When GE identified an industrial process with
multiple-temperatureprocessheat requirements,they combined the multiple-heat
streams into a singlerepresentativerequirement roughly equal to the totalheat
energy requirement of the multiple streams and generally at the highest
temperature required by the process. They then matched the performance
characteristic of the conversion system with the single representative
requirement. This methodology tends to yield conservative results for those
processesrequiringmultipleprocessheat streams at differenttemperatures,since
allthe processheat energy isgeneratedat the highesttemperature required.The
approach of generatingsteam at one temperature when the processneeds steam at
more than one temperatureisoftenused inindustrytoday.
The effectsof the GE and UTC assumptionson the resultshave been examined
by Lewis. In general the methodology used by each contractoryieldedresultsof
sufficientaccuracy for the screeningpurposesof CTAS. In some instancesLewis
and/or the contractorsrecalculatedthe resultswhere the assumptions may have
inadvertentlypenalizedone or more systems.
4.2.3Energy ConversionSystem Unit Sizing
The philosophiesof the two contractorsdifferedsomewhat in theirsizingof
energy conversionsystem unitsto meet the totalpower requirementsdetermined
by the cogenerationmatching strategy.GE establisheda maximum unitsizelimit
for each system. If the total power requirements could be satisfiedby a unit
smaller than the maximum size, a single unit was used. If the total power
requirement was greater than the maximum unit size for the system being
considered,the minimum number of equal-sizedunitsof that type was used to
satisfythe requirement. At the small end, if the size of the unit required was
smallerthan the lower end of the range covered by the GE cost model, the model
was extrapolatedand the resultsflaggedas being outside the range of available
data and probablyoptimistic.In selectingcases for detailedeconomic study the
flaggedcaseswere not considered.
The primary differencebetween the GE and UTC approaches in thisarea was
that UTC feltthat inorder to increasethe flexibilityof the cogenerationsystems
and to insurea capabilityto shut down the industrialprocess without damage to
processequipment, multipleunitsof energy conversionsystems should always be
used. Therefore allthe UTC cogenerationsystems used at leasttwo equal-sized
unitsuntilthe maximum unit size was reached. Then the minimum number of
equal-sizedunitswas used to meet the requirements.UTC alsoflaggedthosecases
that were smaller than the minimum practicalsize,and they were not considered
inselectingcases fordetailedeconomic study.
Equipment to provide additionalelectricalor thermal capacity for standby
purposes to be used in the event of failureof the primary equipment so that full
production capabilitycould be maintained was not included as part of the
cogenerationsystems. Examination of the consequences or economics of forced
outages versushavingstandby electricalor thermal capacitywas beyond the scope
of thisbroad screeningstudy. Of course it can be an important considerationin
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the design of a cogenerationsystem for a specificapplicationand can have a
significantinfluenceon thefinaleconomic attractivenessof a proposedventure.
4.3 Definitionof EvaluationParameters
A large variety of parameters can be used to characterizecogeneration
system performance and economics. Lewis specified a basic set of output
parameters to be used by both contractorsnot only so thatnumerical resultswould
be directlycomparable, but also because the parameters defined were feltto be
particularlysuitableforuse ina studysuch as thisone.
Each contractorwas alsopermitted to use other output parameters in addition
to the ones specified.Four parameters specifiedby Lewis and used extensivelyin
thisreportare fuelenergy savingsratio(FESR), emissionssavings ratio(EMSR),
levelizedannual energy cost savings ratio (LAECSR), and rate of return on
investment (ROI). These are defined in the followingparagraphs. The factors
affecting resultsfor these and other_,_valuationparameters are discussed in
appendix B.
4.3.1Fuel Energy Savings
The fuel energy savings ratio (FESR) parameter specified to measure
cogenerationSystem Performance is the savingsof fuel energy as compared with
thatrequiredto meet the siterequirementswithout cogeneration.
FESR- (Fuel energy)noncogen- (Fuelenergy)cogen
(Fuelenergy)noncogen
The fuel energy in the cogeneration case includes that used by the
cogenerating energy conversion system plus that required at the utilityif
additionalelectricityis required and/or the fuel energy required by an on-site
furnace or boilerifadditionalprocess heat is required, In the noncogeneration
case the fuelenergy isthe sum of that used at the utilitysiteto produce electric
power and thatused at the industrialsiteto produce heat, To be consistent,when
the cogenerationcase involveselectricityexported back to the utility,the fuel
energy at the utilityin the noncogeneration case is adjusted to account for
electricityproductionequal to the cogenerationcase.
4.3.2EmissionsSavings
Because of the fuelsavingsthere is usuallya reductionin overallemissions,
consideringboth the utilityand industrialsites.The parameter used to measure
this was analogous to the fuel energy savingsratio,that is,an emissionssavings
ratio(EMSR).
EMSR = (Emissi°ns)n°nc°gen- (Emissi°nS)c°gen
• ..(E mis sionS)nonc0gen
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The emissionsincludethoseat the utilitysiteand thoseat the industrialsite.
This emissionssavingsratiowas calculated individuallyforsulfurdioxide,oxidesof
nitrogen,and particulates,as well as for the sum of all three. In thissummary
reportonly valuesfor the sum of allthree emissionsare presented. In additionto
emissionswhere the plantsiteand utilitywere includedtogether,each contractor
cataloged the plant-siteemissionsby species for both the noncogenerationand
cogeneration cases since on-site emissions can be a crucial factor for
implementationof a congenerationsystem.
4.3.3LevelizedAnnual Energy Cost Savings
Levelized annual energy cost (LAEC) isdefined as the minimum constantnet
revenue required each year of the economic life of the project to meet tile
expenses for energy (electricpower and process heat) of the industrialplant
includingfuel,electricityand operatingcosts,the costof money, and the recovery
of the initialinvestment. A levelizedannual energy cost savingsratio(LAECSR)
was used in the studyand isdefined
LAECSR = (LAEC)n°nc°g en (LAEC) cogen
i
(LAEC)noncogen
Items considered in the annual energy cost include fixed capital charges
(includingcostof debt and returnon equity),fuelcosts,operatingand maintenance
costs,the costs for purchased electricity(ifrequired),and creditsfor the saleof
electricity(ifexcess isgenerated by the system). This is an investment analysis
approach commonly used by electricutilities;however, the methodology is also
applicableto industrialfirms.
4.3.4Return on Investment
Return on investment (ROI) is defined as the rate that equates the present
value of all future cash flows with the initialcapitalinvestment. The ROI's
calculatedwere based on the incremental investment requiredfora cogeneration
system relativeto the noncogeneration case. Cash flows were also incremental
valuesrelativeto noncogeneration.The ROI's were calculatedon an inflation-free,
after-taxbasis and as such representa conservativeestimate of the economic
attractivenessof the cogenerationsystems. ROI isfrequentlyused by industryas
one of the prime measures of the economic meritof a proposedventure.
4.4 NASA EvaluationApproach
4.4.1Plant-BasisEvaluation
The Lewis projectteam feltthat all the output parameters used in CTAS
should be consideredin identifyingthe most attractiveadvanced energy conversion
systems. Further itdecided to avoid the use of fixed,explicitweighting factors
for the variousparameters,which would have allowed a mathematical selectionof
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the best alternative.Such a set of weighting factorswould depend on site-and
industry-specific consideration_ on societal, political, and judgmental
considerationsthatare difficulto quantify;and on considerationsinsystem design
or optimizationthat were beyond the scope and purpose of CTAS. Instead,a
detailedscreeningmethod, which was lessformal mathematicallybut did consider
allthe output parameters,was used to selecta relativelysmall group of the most
attractiveconversionsystems from the CTAS results.
For the plant-basisresults,the detailedscreening method used by Lewis
consisted of examining all the cogeneration resultsin terms of one output
parameter at a time to identifya group of energy conversionsystems that yielded
the higher values of that parameter. This detailedscreeningwas done for nine
representativeindustriesincluded by both contractors in their studies. The
processesused for thispurpose are identifiedin figure 10. The axes of figure 10
are identicalto thoseof figure6. The solidlinesinfigure10 representan envelope
around the total set of processes selected by the contractors and plotted in
figure6. Each set of two symbols connected by a dashed line represents the
characteristicof the same SIC four-digitindustrialplant as used by the two
contractors.Although in the cases plottedin figureI0 the contractorsstudiedthe
same generic process,each had projecteddata on a differentspecificplant. It is
not unusual that variationsin characteristicsof the magnitude shown occur
between two plantsselectedfrom the same four-digitindustrygroup. Figure l0
shows thatthe nine industrieselectedas a subsetprovidea good representationof
the totalenvelope of size and E/Q characteristicsof the totalset of processes
considered by the two contractors. Specific details on the size, E/Q, and
temperature of the process heat required are shown in table 13 for the nine
representativeprocessplants.
The parameters includedin the detailedplant-basiscreeningwere fuelenergy
savingsratio,emissionssavingsratio,return on investment,and levelizedannual
energy cost savings ratio. From the originalset of energy conversionsystems a
smaller group was arrivedat by consideringwhich systems did well in terms of all
the parameters. The attractivecases identifiedin terms of each parameter were
not restrictedto a fixednumber of cases nor restrictedto includecases only with
values above some predetermined cutoff value. The size of the listof attractive
Systems and the cutoffvalueswere determined afterconsideringsuch thingsas the
number of attractivecases, the spread in the data, and the comparison of the
advanced conversion systems to the state-of-the-artconversion systems. The
specificapproach used in thedetailedscreeningisillustratedinappendixC.
4.4.2National-BasisEvaluation
Although the emphasis in the study was on the development of data on a plant
basis,relativecomparisons of the variousadvanced systems in terms of potential
benefitson a nationalscale were also viewed as important by Lewis. For this
reason, included in each contractor'seffort was the task of aggregating his
plant-basisresults to the national scale by using simple, straightforward
techniques.Includedin the estimates made by the contractorsfor each system
were the potentialenergy savings,emissionssavings,and annual cost savings.To
obtainrelativecomparisonsamong the variousadvanced systems,each system was
consideredindividuallyand appliedto every processstudiedwithout competition,
and then these resultswere extrapolatedto allthe processesof the manufacturing
sector not specificallyincluded in the study. The methodology for a NASA
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Figure10.- Processplant electric-to-thermalenergyratio asfunctionof
plantelectricalrequirementfor representativeprocessescommonto both
contractors.
TABLE 13. - CHARACTERISTICS OF REPRESENTATIVE PROCESS
PLANTS COMMON TO BOTH CONTRACTS
Process plant Size, Power-to- Process temperature,
MWe heat ratio a OF
GE UTC GE UTC GE UTC
Meat packing 1.9 8.7 0.28 0.34 Hot water; 250 ° F steam Hot water; 300 ° F steam
Malt beverages 6.0 2.6 .24 .14 Hot water; 250 ° F steam 300 ° F Steam
Nylon ii.0 8.2 1.63 .94 274 ° F Steam 300 ° , 500 °, 700 ° F Steam
Chlorine 120.0 77.0 1.55 1.03 338 ° F Steam 300 ° , 500 ° F Steam
Alumina 30.3 31.0 . ii .19 495 ° F Steam 500 ° F Steam
Writing paper 50.0 33.0 .22 .22 366 ° F Steam Hot water; 300 °, 500 ° F steam
Newsprint mill 31.3 130.0 .58 .68 366 ° F Steam Hot water; 300 °, 500 ° F steam
Petroleum 52.0 34.6 .13 .14 470 ° F Steam 500 ° F Steam
Steel 280.0 200.0 1.05 .78 448 ° F Steam 500 ° F Steam
aFor steam and hot water.
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aggregationto a nationalscale that was used in evaluatingand screening the
advanced energy conversionsystems ispresentedinthissubsection.This was done
independentlyof the contractors'efforts,but used the contractors'plant-basis
resultsas the inputto the analysis.
For simplicityLewis consideredonly those processesspecificallyincludedin
the contractors'studies without extrapolatingto other processes. The Lewis
analysesused ROI parametricallyas a factor in assessingthe relativeaggregated
savings for the various systems in order to include industrialeconomics more
stronglyin the analyses.This turned out to be a significantl_more stringentand
discriminatingfactor than was used in the contractors'studies. Overall,this
approach yieldedsavingsof from a factorof nearly2 to a factorof more than 10
lower than the contractors'resultsin terms of the absolute magnitude of the
savings estimated. These differencesresulted from differencesin the specific
assumptions made as well as from the more limitedobjectiveand scope of the
Lewis extrapolations.These calculationsprovidea nearlydirectcomparison of the
contractors'cogeneration system results. Only the potentialnational savings
calculatedby Lewis are presentedinthisreport.
The potentialmarket assumed by Lewis for each process was estimated as
indicatedinfigureii. Itcorrespondsto projectednew expansionsforeach process
in the 1985-1990 period plus projected replacement of retired units. The
retirement rate was assumed to be 2 percent of installedcapacity. Data for
energy consumption as projectedby each contractorwere used to estimate the size
of the potentialmarket in each process includedin his study. Results for an
aggregated market that included40 GE processesand for an aggregated market
that included 26 UTC process were then developed for each type of energy
conversionsystem stuGied.
The specific approach used by Lewis to compare the advanced energy
conversionsystems on a nationalbasisisillustratedinappendix C.
5.0 RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS
This section compares the advanced energy conversion systenls studied,
presentsthe resultsof the evaluationprocessused by Lewis to identifythe most
attractiveadvanced systems for industrialcogeneration,and discussesthe benefits
of the advanced-technologysystems as compared with systems employing current
commerciallyavailabletechnology.
In Section 5.1 plant-basisresultsfrom the study are presented with emphasis
on resultsfor the systems that were found attractiveby using the Lewis screening
methodology. Resultson a nationalbasisare presentedinSection5.2. Section5.3
identifiesthe most attractiveadvanced energy conversionsystems based on Lewis'
evaluationof both plant-and national-basisresults.Also presentedin Section 5.3
isan identificationof potentiallyattractiveindustrialprocessapplicationsfound in
the study. Section 5.4 illustratessome of the potential benefits of
advanced-technology systems as compared with today'scommercially available
technology.
5.1 Plant-BasisResults
The most attractivesystems found for the nine representativeindustrial
processplantsused by Lewis in theirdetailedscreeningof plant-basisresultsare
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shown in figure12. The coal-firedsystems are shown in part (a),and the systems
using coal-derivedliquidfuelsare shown in part (b). For each industrialprocess,
resultsfrom each contractor were screened individuallyand independently,and
then judgment was applied in deciding whether or not to identifya system as
among the most attractivefor that industry. Analyses performed by Lewis to
supplement or confirm the contractors'resultsor to reconciledifferencesinthem
were used as a guidein these decisions,particularlywhen there were differencesin
the contractors'results.In those cases where contractors'resultsdifferedenough
to make one contractor'sresultsforsome system attractiveenough to survivethe
screening process while the other contractor'sresultsdid not, the resultswere
examined to determine the reason for the differencesbefore it was decided
whether to includethatsystem infigure12.
As discussedin Section 4.4 the nine industryprocessesin figure 12 cover a
wide range of sizes,power-to-heat ratios,and steam temperature (and pressure)
requirements. They are arranged in figure 12 roughly from the lowest to the
highestpower-to-heat ratio E/Q (with heat being in the form of steam and hot
water). The figureindicatesthe range of industriesin which each system was able
to attainresultsattractiveenough to survivethe screening.Systems not listedin
the figuremay have achieved attractiveresultsin some industriesin terms of one
or more of the output parameters but were not among the overallmost attractive
cases.
At leastone cogenerationcase survivedthe screeningprocessforeach of the
nine industryprocessesconsidered. Also each process except meat packing and
nylon had attractivecases that used both coal and coal-derivedliquidfuels. In
these two industrycases,the plant-sitedata used resultedin coal-firedcases with
relativelypoor economics. Both the meat packing plant and the nylon plant
requiredrelativelysmall amounts of electricpower, and thisresultedin higher
power system specificcost. In addition,the meat packing plant operated for a
relativelyfew number of hours per year. Since the annual operatingcost savings
relativeto the capital investment are directlyproportionalto the hours of
operationper year, the economics of cogenerationare more attractivewhen the
hours of operationper year are high. Further the nylon processrequiresa ratioof
power to heat that is higher than the ratioproduced by most of the coal-fired
energy conversion systems studied. In such a case either the power system
produces only part of the power needed, or only part of the heat potentially
recoverablefrom the power system isactuallyusefullyrecovered. In eithercase
the fuelsavingsare relativelylow, and hence the yearlyoperatingcostsavingsare
relativelylow.
The ranges of output parameters for each system in figure 12 are listedin
table 14. These valuesassume the use of a residual-grade,coal-derivedliquidfuel
in the on-siteboilerfor the noncogenerationsituation.Again, the cogeneration
cases usingcoal and coal-derivedliquidfuelsare listedseparately.In general the
ranges shown for each parameter are high since they correspondonly to the most
attractivecases identifiedin the screening process. The values given for the
steam turbine- PFB system correspond only to GE's resultssince UTC did not
study thisconfiguration.Similarlythe valuesgiven for the coal-fired,open-cycle
gas turbinescorrespondonly to the UTC resultssinceGE didnot studysuch cases.
For the closed-cyclegas turbinesand coal-derived-distillate-fueledmolten
carbonate fuel cellsystems, the ranges shown in table 14 correspondonly to UTC
results,even though both contractorsanalyzed these systems. The contractors'
resultsdifferedenough in these systems that UTC's results urvivedthe screening
process and GE's did not. In these cases the specificsystem configurations,
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TABLE 14. - RANGES OF RESULTS IN NINE REPRESENTATIVE INDUSTRIES
[All values relative to noncogeneration boiler burning residual-grade, coal-derived
liquid fuels and coal-fired utility.]
(a) Most attractive advanced systems using coal
System Contractor Return on Fuel Levelized Emissions
investment, energy annual savings,
percent savings, energy percent
percent cost
savings,
percent
Steam turbine - AFB GE, UTC 17 - 54 15 - 29 25 - 41 25 - 37
Steam turbine - PFB GE 27 - 39 24 - 36 33 - 42 34 - 51
Gas turbine (coal fired):
AFB UTC 17 - 18 23 - 44 32 - 38 30 - 54
PFB UTC 12 - 20 17 - 34 10 - 37 27 - 50
Gasifier UTC 19 20 30 36
Closed-cycle gas UTC 18 - 20 27 - 38 28 - 35 38 - 48
turbine- AFB
Molten carbonate GE, UTC 11 - 15 30 - 38 19 - 33 72 - 91
fuel cell - gasifier
(b) Most attractive advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
Advanced gas turbine - GE 19 - 37 14 - 31 10 - 21 6 - 20
residual UTC 19 - 50 26 - 37 8 - 34 35 - 57
Advanced combined GE 17 - 28 18 - 22 12 - 21 13 - 24
cycle - residual UTC 21 - 31 23 - 38 13 - 27 42 - 56
Molten carbonate fuel UTC 16 - 20 34 - 41 11 - 15 72 - 79
cell - distillate
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Idesign-pointparameters,and assumptionsmade by UTC were more optimalfor the
requiredprocessconditions(power-to-heatratioand processtemperatures)of the
industriesstudied in CTAS. In both cases tile energy conversion system
configurationand design-pointparameters used by UTC resultedin much better
heat recovery,at the expense of system electricalefficiency,than the approach
used by GE.
For the closed-cyclegas turbine,UTC used a 190o or 300° F compressor
inlettemperature;GE used 80° F. This considerablyreduced tileamount of heat
rejected by cooling towers to the atmosphere in the UTC case. The resulting
power-to-heatratiowas a much closermatch to the requirementsof the two paper
industries,where the system Iookedmost attractive,and resultedin higher fuel
savingsand _higherannual operating cost savings. The configurationused t_yGE
would look relativelybetterin situationswhere heat isrecovered by water. In the
case of the molten carbonate fuel cellsystem using distillate-grade,coal-derived
liquidfuel,the configurationstudied by UTC, which gave the attractiveresults
indicatedin figure12, was one in which a portionof the anode exhaust was fed to
tileadiabaticfuelreformer. The water vapor in thisgas eliminatedthe need for a
separate steam input. The configurationstudied by GE used a portion of the
generated processsteam for the reformer;thisresultedin lesssteam availablefor
processuse and consequentlymuch lower fueland operatingcost savings.Also for
both systems, the UTC capitalcost estimateswere lower than those of GE. This
together with the higher annual operating cost savings and fuel energy savings
achieved by the UTC configurationsresultedin the UTC cogenerationresultsbeing
more attractive.
For those systems for which table 14 shows ranges of parameters based on
both contractors'results,tileagreement was generallygood. Differencesfollowed
not only from differentjudgments concerningcost and performance, but alsofrom
differencesin the detailed parameters studied for both the energy conversion
system and the industryprocessdata. The biggestnoticeabledifferencewas in the
emissionssavingsratioforgas turbinesburningdistillate-grade,coal-derivedliquid
fuel. UTC assumed tile development of NOx-limiting combustors including
reduction of NOx from fuel-bound nitrogen consistentwith DOE development
goals. NO x emission values used by UTC met the emission limit set for the
study. GE assumed a substantialreduction in NO x formation as compared with
what would be produced if all tilefuel-boundnitrogen were converted to NOx,
but the NOx emission values they estimated for tilecoal-derivedfuelsexceeded
theemissionlimitset forthe study.
Resultsin thissectionhave thus far been given only for those systems found
attractiveon the basisof the Lewis screening.An importantconcern at thispoint
is to convey brieflyhow the other advanced systems compared with those
identifiedin figure 12. In fact,the variousother advanced systems often showed
attractiveresultsina number of processapplications.However, itwas found that,
in general,wherever one of the other advanced systems showed attractiveresults
one or more of those systems identifiedin figure12 (and alsointhe tableon page
3) showed superiorresults.This fact isillustratedin tables15 and 16 for the GE
and UTC results,respectively.In part (a) of each table the most attractive
applicationforeach of theother advanced systems isidentifiedalong with the ROI
and fuelenergy savingsestimated by the contractor. Part (b)of each tablegives
the resultsachieved by the most attractivesystem in the correspondingprocess
applications identified in part (a). Where both a coal-fueled and a
coal-derived-liquid-fueledsystem appear in part (a), the most attractive
coal-fueledand coal-derived-liquid-fueledsystems are each includedin part (b).In
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TABLE 15. - COMPARISON OF GE RESULTS FOR MOST ATTRACTIVE APPLICATIONS OF OTHER
ADVANCED SYSTEMS WITH RESULTS IN SAME INDUSTRIES FOR ADVANCED
SYSTEMS SELECTED BY LEWIS SCREENING APPROACH
JAil values relative to noncogeneration boiler burning residual-grade, coal-derived liquid fuels and
coat-fired utility.]
(a) Results for most attractive application of other advanced systems
System Most attractive Return on Fuel energy
application investment, savings,
percent percent
Diesel (residual-grade, coal-derived Chlorine 14.7 21.7
liquid fuels)
Stirling engine (coal with flue gas Petroleum refining 18.7 11.5
desulfurization)
Closed-cycle gas turbine - AFB Integrated chemical 15.0 11.0
(coal fired)
Thermionics - steam (coal with Petroleum refining 15.3 16.7
flue gas desulfurization)
Phosphoric acid fuel ceils (distillate- Malt beverages (a) 20.0
grade, coal-derived liquid fuels)
Molten carbonate fuel cells (dis- Chlorine (a) 35.0
tillate-grade, coal-derived liquid
fuels)
(b) Results in same industries for advanced systems selected by Lewis screening approach
Industry System Return on Fuel energy
investment, savings,
percent percent
Chlorine Combined cycle (residual-grade, coal-derived 31.2 29.5
liquid fuels)
Petroleum refining Steam turbine - AFB 50+ 18.9
Integrated chemical Steam turbine - PFB 41.0 27.4
Malt products Advanced gas turbine (residual-grade, coal- 12.0 31.0
derived liquid fuels)
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TABLE 16. - COMPARISON OF UTC RESULTS FOR MOST ATTRACTIVE APPLICATIONS
OF OTHER ADVANCED SYSTEMS WITH RESULTS IN SAME INDUSTRIES FOR
ADVANCED SYSTEMS SELECTED BY LEWIS
SCREENING APPROACH
JAilvaluesrelativeto noncogenerationboilerburningresidual-grade,coal-derivedliquid
fuelsand coal-firedutility.]
(a)Resultsformost attractiveapplicationofotheradvanced systems
System Most attractive Returnon Fuel energy
application investment, savings,
percent percent
Low-speed diesel(residual-grade,coal- Corrugatedpaper 10.5 20.4
derivedliquidfuels)
High-speeddiesel(distillate-grade, Chlorine 11.5 47.6
coal-derivedliquidfuels)
Stirlingengine(residual-grade,coal- Boxboard mill 11.0 22.0
derived liquid fuels)
Stifling engine 0 AFB (coal) Corrugated paper 24.3 16.6
Thermionics (residual-grade, coal- Corrugated paper 9.9 24.3
derived liquid fuels)
Phosphoric acid fuel cell (distillat e- Boxboard mill 14.0 31.0
grade, coal-derived liquid fuels)
(b) Results in same industries for advanced systems selected by Lewis screening approach
Industry System Return on Fuel energy
investment, savings,
percent percent
Corrugated paper Advanced gas turbine (residual-grade, coal- 30.3 37.3
derived liquid fuels)
Corrugated paper Steam turbine - AFB 37.0 43.0
Chlorine Advanced gas turbine (residual-grade, coal- 41.4 35.4
derived liquid fuels)
Boxboard mill Advanced gas turbine (residual-grade, coal- 34.8 37.2
derived liquid fuels)
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almost allcasesboth the ROI and fuelenergy savingswere higherforthe aavanced
systems shown infigure12.
The sensitivityof resultsto changes in ground rulesand assumptions was
examined by each contractorand by Lewis. The variablesexamined includedfuel
prices, the price of purchased electricity,the price received for exported
electricity,capitalcosts,investment tax credit,tax life,inflationrate,and the
escalationrate of fueland electricitypricesrelativeto the generalinflationrate.
Of prime considerationwas whether changes in the ground rulesand assumptions
would affectthe relativecomparisonsof theadvanced energy conversionsystems.
Changes in such parameters as investment tax credit,tax life,and inflation
rate and across-the-boardchanges in fuel and electricityprices changed the
absolutevaluesof the resultsbut did not significantlyalterthe comparisonsof the
advanced systems. Changes in the relativepriceof the differentfuelsor changes
in the relationshipbetween the pricesof exported and purchasedelectricityhad a
more significanteffecton the comparison of systems,particularlythe comparison
of coal-fueledand coal-derived-liquid-fueledsystems. In additionto having a more
pronounced effecton the relativeresultsfor the variousadvanced systems,future
fueland electricitypriceshave a great uncertaintyassociatedwith theirvalues.
This is one reason why the resultspresented in thisreporthave been placed into
two groupsaccordingto whether the system uses coal or coal-derivedliquidfuels.
Within these two groups relativecomparisons of the varioussystems were not
significantlyalteredover wide changes in valu_ for fuel and electricityprices.
Appendix D illustratesthe sensitivityof resultsto changes in fueland electricity
prices.
5.2 National-BasisResults
Figure 13 shows relativeenergy savingsfor the advanced systems under the
constraintof no export of electricityto the utility,using the approach describedin
Section4.4. (Inexamining these resultskeep in mind that tllerelativecomparison
of advanced systems was the prime considerationin formulatingthe approach used
to estimate the values shown. The absolute magnitude of the resultscould be
significantlylower or higher depending on the scenario used for the potential
market and the criteriaassumed for the systems to penetrate that market.) In
figure13 the cogenerationsystem resultshave been grouped accordingto fueltype
(i.e.,solidcoal and coal-derivedliquids)and arranged in descendingorder of fuel
energy savingsforROI greaterthan zero. Parts(a)and (b)show resultsforan ROI
hurdle of zero; parts (c) and (d) show resultsfor an ROI hurdle of 20 percent
(appendixC). For an ROI of zero or greater many energy conversion systems
showed re]ativelyhigh energy savings.The resultsbased on both contractors'data
showed high savingsfor the molten carbonate fuelcellsystems, the liquid-fueled
advanced gas turbine and combined-cycle systems, and the advanced diesel
systems. Although includedin the GE studyno resultsare shown for the phosphoric
acid fuelcellor molten carbonatefuelcellusingcoal-derivedliquidfuelssinceno
cases resultedin an ROI of zero or greater. As shown in parts (c)and (d),the
potentialsavingswith the molten carbonate fuelcelland dieselsystems went to
zero or near zero ifan ROI of 20 percent or greaterwas required.In fact,the
potential energy savings for many systems disappeared, and in general the
magnitude of the savings for all systems decreased significantlywhen it was
assumed that the ROI must be greaterthan 20 percentbefore cogenerationisused
with a system. As indicatedin figure13 the systems showing the greatestrelative
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(b)Basedon UTCresultswith return on investmentof zeroor greater.
Figure13.- Potentialnationalenergysavingsfor advancedsystemsif noexportofelectricityis
allowed.(All valuesrelativeto noncogenerationboilerburning residual-grade,coal-derived
liquid fuelsandcoal-firedutility.)
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(d) BasedonUTCresultswith return on investmentof 20percentor greater.
Figure13.- Concluded.
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savingsin parts(c)and (d)were predominantlythe systems identifiedas attractive
inthe Lewis plant-basiscreening.
Figure 14 shows the same type of national-basisresultsbut allows the
considerationof export of electricity.In parts (a)and (b),where it was required
only that the ROI be zero or greater,energy savingstypicallywere from 1.5to 2.5
times as greatas thoseshown in figure13. For the GE molten carbonate fuelcell
system and the UTC gas turbine with integratedgasifier,the relativeenergy
savingsincreasedby factorsof approximately 3 and 4, respectively.For the gas
turbine with integratedgasifierthe increase was due mainly to savings in the
petroleum industry.As shown in parts(c)and (d),where it was requiredthat the
ROI be greater than 20 percent before it was assumed that a system is used in
cogeneration,the reductionin magnitude of estimated energy savingswas greater
than it was in figure 13 for the no-export case. This was largelydue to the
assumed ground rule that the sellingpriceof electricityexported to the utility
would be 60 percent of the price paid by the industryfor purchased power. A
higher value would substantiallyincrease the economic attractivenessof the
systems inthe exportsituation.
In many situationswhere export was allowed, the on-site power system
produced 2 to 4 times as much power as needed on site. In a number of cases the
on-sitepower system produced 5 to l0 times as much power as needed on site.
These situationsmight logicallybe consideredas candidatesfor utilityownership
both from economic and practicalconsiderations.
5.3 Identificationf Most AttractiveAdvanced Energy Conversion
Systems and PotentialApplications
From the contractors'resultsand independentin-houseanalysesan evaluation
was made by Lewis to identifythe most attractiveadvanced systems for industrial
cogenerationusing coal or coal-derivedfuels. As discussedand summarized in
Sections5.1and 5.2the resultswerescreened, analyzed,and evaluatedboth on an
individualplantbasisand on a nationalbasis. Factors includedin the evaluations
were fuel energy savings, annual energy cost savings, emissions reductions,
incremental capitalcosts,rate of returnon incrementalinvestment,applicability
to a wide varietyof industrialprocessrequirements,and potentialrelativenational
impact. The attractiveadvanced energy conversionsystem and fuelcombinations
identifiedby Lewis are shown in the table on page 3. The most attractive
advanced energy conversion systems with the greatest potentialfor .widespread
implementation in inaustrialcogenerationwere found to be the coal-fueledsteam
turbinesystems using AFB or PFB furnaces and the open-cycle gas turbineand
combined-cycle systems burning residual-grade,coal-derived liquid fuel.
Additionalattractivesystems includedseveral gas turbineand fuel cellsystems
concepts. These were open- and closed-cycle gas turbine systems with a
high-temperature coal-fueledAFB heater, an open-cycle concept employing a
high-temperature,coal-fueledPFB heater,open-cycle gas turbines(or combined
cycles)burning with low- or intermediate-Btugas from a coal gasifierintegrated
with the gas turbinesystem,and molten carbonate fuelcellsystems usinglow-Btu
gas from an integratedgasifieror a distillate-grade,coal-derivedliquidfuel.
Tables 17 and 18 present ranges of resultsfor the combinations of advanced
energy conversionsystems and fuelsidentifiedas attractiveby Lewis. Resultsare
given for each of the five major industry groups appropriate for topping
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(b)Basedon UTCresults with return oninvestmentof zeroor greater.
Figure14.- Potentialnationalenergysavingsfor advancedsystemsif exportof electricityis allowed.
(All valuesrelativeto noncogenerationboilerburning residual-grade,coal-derivedliquid fuelsand
coal-firedutility.)
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TABLE 17. - RANGES OF RESULTS FOR ATTRACTIVE PROCESSES- NO EXPORT OF ELECTRICITY ALLOWED
_11 values relative to noneogeneration boiler burning residual-grade, coal-derived liquid fuels and coal-fired utility. Heavy box includes
cases with ROI ---20 percent and fuel energy savings >-10 percent.]
(a) Advanced systems using coal
System i Contractor Industry
Foods Paper Chemicals Petroleum Metals
Return Fuel Return Fuel Return Fuel Return Fuel Return Fuel
on energy on energy on energy on energy on energy
invest- savings, invest- savings, invest- savings, invest- savings, invest- savings,
ment, percent ment, percent ment, percent ment, percent ment, percent
percent percent percent percent percent
Steam turbine- AFB GE 10- 29 18- 24 26- 50+ 12- 29 39- 50+ 13- 16 33- 50+ 16- 17 40 6
UTC 9 10 20 - 40 22 - 46 50+ 8
Steam turbine - PFB GE 20 17 19 - 22 20 - 30 25 - 42 13 - 26 19 - 41 15 - 17 24 11
Gas turbine - AFB UTC 9 13 18 - 20 35 - 44 42 6
Gas turbine - PFB UTC 6 - 11 13 - 21 17 - 24 21 - 32 13 15 50+ 5 12 20
Gas turbine - integrated UTC 7 - 8 13 - 20 19 - 22 20 - 33
gasifier
Closed-cycle gas GE
turbine - AFB UTC 8 - 9 10 - 25 17 - 26 22 - 38 50+ 9 50+ 3
Molten carbonate fuel GE 12 16 9 - 11 21 - 34 15 - 16 12 - 30 15 20 12 21
cell - gasifier UTC 5 10 - 26 11 - 15 23 - 38
(b) Advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
Gas turbine - GE 20 - 22 10 - 15 17 - 35 19 - 32 20 - 37 11 - 32 17 - 38 13 - 14 21 - 29 13 - 28
residual UTC 18- 22 11- 17 32- 50+ 24- 30 22- 41 10- 38 14 7 25-44 5- 30
Combined cycle - GE 6 - 18 14 - 19 20 - 28 18 - 30 17 - 31 10 - 30 14 - 29 12 - 13 18 - 25 17 - 35
residual UTC 6 21 21 - 28 20 - 34 13 - 31 29 - 39 12 - 27 5 - 29
Molten carbonate fuel GE
cell - distillate UTC 9 31 20 26 - 34 12 - 15 37 - 41 13 7 13 - 19 6 - 25
TABLE 18. - RANGES OF RESULTS FOR ATTRACTIVE PROCESSES - EXPORT OF ELECTRICITY ALLOWED
[All values relative to noncogeneration boiler burning residual-grade, coal-derived liquid fuels and coal-fired utility. Heavy box includes
cases with ROI ---20 percent and fuel energy savings >-10 percent.]
(a) Advanced systems using coal
System Contractor Industry
Foods Paper Chemicals Petroleum Metals
Return Fuel Return Fuel Return Fuel Return Fuel Return Fuel
on energy on energy on energy on energy on energy
invest- savings, invest- savings, invest- savings, invest- savings, invest- savings,
ment, percent ment, percent ment, percent ment, percent ment, percent
percent percent percent percent percent
Steam turbine- AFB GE 12- 38 28- 32 33- 50+ 20 - 30 24- 50+ 15- 32 19 23 40 6
UTC 7 12 14 - 25 22 - 46 27 - 50 7 - 8
Steam turbine - PFB GE 9 - 23 33 18 - 27 20 - 36 15 - 42 24 - 38 10 29 24 11
Gas turbine - AFB UTC 17 - 20 19 - 44 9 - 20 6 - 13 17 23 21 20
Gas turbine - PFB UTC 5 23 - 26 17 - 18 28 - 34 7 - 46 4 - 23 18 30 12 - 22 8 - 21
Gas turbine - integrated UTC 7 - 9 21 - 23 21 - 22 22 - 33 9 - 23 6 - 21 16 27 15 21
gasifier
Closed-cycle gas GE
turbine - AFB UTC 7 28 19 - 25 27 - 38 18 - 49 3 - 16 45 4
Molten carbonate fuel GE 8 42 8 - 9 33 - 40 15 30 - 38 2 40 7 - 12 21 - 39
cell - gasifier UTC 10 - 13 27 - 38 13 25 7 23
(b) Advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
Gas turbine - GE 11 - 16 34 15 - 27 33 10 - 37 21 - 34 17 - 22 33 20 - 29 13 - 28
residual UTC 13 37 31 - 36 27 - 37 33- 37 32 - 37 23 32 25 - 29 21 - 38
Combined cycle - GE 12 - 17 36 - 37 10 - 31 23 - 37 10 - 13 35 - 36 17 - 25 18 - 36
residual UTC 8 - 27 35 10 - 31 18 - 39 13 27 10 31
Molten carbonate fuel GE
cell - distillate UTC 9 - 10 33 - 43 12 - 41 37 - 41
cogeneration applicationsthat were emphasized for selectionof representative
process plants. Table 17 shows resultswithout export of electricityto the utility
grid;table 18 allowsconsiderationof tile xport of electricity.In both tablesthe
system configurationand cogenerationstrategy were selected to maximize fuel
energy savings.The rangesgivenare not forallthe industrialprocessesincludedin
the study but rather summarize resultsfor the attractiveapplicationsfound in
each of the five major industrygroups. Applicationswere selectedas attractive
primarilyon the basisof reasonablygood combinationsof fuelenergy savingsand
ROI. These parameters, it was felt, would be strong indicatorsof overall
attractivenesswhen consideringother parameters as well. Although only ROI and
energy savingsare summarized in these tables,insightinto resultsfor the other
parameters can be inferredfrom the materialpresentedinappendixB. In tables17
and 18 systems having applicationswith fuel energy savings greater than 10
percent and ROI greaterthan 20 percenthave been identifiedto indicatewhere the
greatestpotentialfor the systems exists.Comparing these tablesshows that the
ranges for fuel energy savings generallyincrease when export of electricityis
allowed,whilethe rangesof ROI generallygo down.
In a number of cases differencesbetween resultsfrom the two contracted
efforts are evident. These differences resulted from differences in the
configurationsstudied by the contractors as well as from differencesin the
advancements in technologyassumed, in the estimates for electricalefficiency,
recoverableheat,and capitalcost of the equipment, and in analyticalprocedures.
Differencessuch as thoseshown were anticipated,and detailedexamination of the
resultshas provided added insightinto the merits of the varioussystems. The
differencesand theirimpact on the resultsare discussedin the detailedNASA
report.
Tables 19 to 23 show potentiallyattractiveindustrialapplicationsfor the
attractiveadvanced systems identifiedin the table on page 3. Each tableshows
where attractiveresultswere obtainedforprocessesincludedin thestudyinone of
five major industry groups appropriate for topping-cycle cogeneration. The
selectionof the system configurationand cogenerationstrategyused in preparing
thesefigureswas aimed at maximizing fuelenergy savingsand actuallyformed the
basisfor preparationof tables 17 and 18. Applicationswith ROI greaterthan 20
percent and fuelenergy savingsgreater than 10 percent are identified.An ROI
greater than 20 percent was selectedto indicatethose cases with the greatest
relativepotentialforindustrialintereston economic grounds. Itisnot intendedto
imply that an ROI greater than 20 percent is required for implementation by
industryor thatallcases with ROI greaterthan 20 percent would be attractiveto a
potentialindustrialowner.
In tables19 to 23 differencesin attractiveapplicationsamong systems are
evident. This is due to differencesin the characteristicsof the varioussystems,
which affect how well they can satisfythe differentprocess requirements. As
discussedin Section 3.2,IndustrialProcess Plant Requirements, there is a great
diversityof requirements in industry. Those systems that can satisfya broad
spectrum of requirementswillhave an advantage in the degree of implementation
that can be achieved. From considerationof tables17 to 23 the systems having the
widest applicabilityare the advanced steam systems using AFB or PFB furnaces
and the advanced open-cycle gas turbine and combined-cycle systems burning
residual-grade,coal-derivedliquidfuels.
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TABLE 19. - SYSTEM APPLICABILITY- FOOD INDUSTRY
IX indicates attractive results; dashes indicate that system was studied but not found attractive.]
(a) Advanced systems using coal
System Contractor Attractive application if Attractive application if
no export of electricity export of electricity
is allowed is allowed
Malt Meat Wet Others Malt Meat Wet Others
beverage packing corn beverage packing corn
milling milling
Steam turbine - AFB GE X --- X a --- X --- X a X
UTC X --- (b) --- X --- (b) ---
Steam turbine - PFB GE ...... Xa --- X --- Xa ---
Gas turbine - AFB UTC X --- (b) ......... (b) ---
Gas turbine - PFB UTC X X (b) --- X X (b) ---
¢.n
C_ Gas turbine - integrated UTC X X (b) --- X X (b) ---
gasifier
Closed-cycle gas turbine - AFB GE ........................
UTC X X (b) ...... X (b) ---
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE ...... X ......... X ---
integrated gasifier UTC X X (b) ......... (b) ---
(b) Advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
Gas turbine - residual GE Xa --- Xa ] --- X --- X ---
UTC X a X (b) ' --- X X (b) ....
Combined cycle-residual GE --- X X ............... ,
UTC --- X (b) ......... (b) ....
Molten carbonatefuelcell- GE ........................ ,
distillate UTC --- X (b) ......... (b) ....
i
aResultswith ROI >-20percentand fuelenergy savings>-10percentrelativetononcogenerationboilerlmrningresidual-
grade, coal-derivedliquidfuelsand coal-firedutility.
bNot studied.
TABLE 20. - SYSTEM APPLICABILITY - PAPER INDUSTRY
[X indicates attractive results; dashes indicate that system was studied but not found attractive.]
(a) Advanced systems using coal
System Contractor Attractive application if Attractive application if
no export of electricity export of electricity
is allowed is allowed
Writing Corru- Box- News- Others Writing Corru- Box- News- Others
paper gated board print paper gated board print
paper paper
Steam turbine - AFB GE Xa X a X a X a X a X a Xa X a X a
UTC X a X a X a X X a X a
Steam turbine - PFB GE X a X X X X a X a X a X
Gas turbine - AFB UTC X X X a X X X a X
Gas turbine - PFB UTC X Xa X a X X X X X
¢J1
Gas turbine - integrated UTC X Xa X a X a X a X a Xa
gasifier
Closed-cycle gas turbine - GE .....
AFB UTC X X a X a X X X a X a Xa
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE X X X X X X
integrated gasifier UTC X X X X X X X X
(b) Advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
Gas turbine - residual GE X a Xa Xa X a X ' X a X a X a X a X
UTC X a Xa X a ' X a .... i X a X a X a X a ....
Combined cycle - residual GE X a Xa X a X a .... ; X X X X ....
UTC xa xa xa xa .... i X ........ X a ....
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE ................ I ............ I ....
distillate UTC Xa X a X a ........ ' X .... X X ' ----
! I '
aResults with ROI >-20 percent and fuel energy savings >-10 percent relative to noncogeneration boiler burning residual-grade,
coal-derived liquid fuels and coal-fired utility.
TABLE 21. - SYSTEM APPLICABILITY - CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
IX indicates attractive results; dashes indicate that system was studied but not found attractive.]
(a) Advanced systems using coal
System ,Contractor Attractive application if Attractive application if
no export of electricity export of electricity
is allowed is allowed
Alu- Sty- Ethyl- Chlo- Others Alu- Sty- Ethyl- Chlo- Others
mina rene erie rine mina rene ene rine
Steam turbine - AFB GE Xa Xa Xa Xa Xa
UTC X X X X ....
Steam turbine - PFB GE Xa Xa Xa X Xa
Gas turbine - AFB UTC ......... Xa X Xa
Gas turbine - PFB UTC .... X ......... Xa X Xa X
Gas turbine - integrated UTC Xa X
gaslfler
Closed-cycle gas turbine - GE .......................
AFB UTC X X X X
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE X X X X
integrated gaslfler UTC ................... X
0a) Advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
System Contractor Attractive application if Attractive application if
no export of electricity export of electricity
is allowed is allowed
Alu- Sty- Chlo- Nylon Others Alu- Sty- Chlo- Nylon Others
mina rene rine mina rene rine
buta- buta-
diene diene
Gas turbine - residual GE Xa Xa Xa Xa Xa X Xa X a X a Xa
UTC Xa X a Xa Xa Xa X X Xa Xa Xa
Combined cycle - residual GE Xa Xa X Xa X X Xa X Xa
UTC Xa X X Xa X X
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE ..................................
distillate UTC X X X X X X
aResults with ROI _20 percent and fuel energy savings -_10 percent relative to noncogeneration boiler burning
residual-grade, coal-derived liquid fuels and coal-fired utility.
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TABLE 22. - SYSTEM APPLICABILITY - PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
iX indicates attractive results; dashes indicate that system was
studied but not found attractive.]
(a) Advanced systems using coal
System Contractor Attractive Attractive
application application
if no export of if export of
electricity electricity
is allowed is allowed
Steam turbine - AFB GE Xa X
UTC
Steam turbine - PFB GE Xa X
Gas turbine - AFB UTC X X
Gas turbine - PFB UTC X X
Gas turbine - integrated UTC X
gasifier
Closed-cycle gas turbine - GE X
AFB UTC X
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE X X
integrated gasifier UTC
(b) Advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
Gas turbine - residual GE Xa Xa
UTC X Xa
Combined cycle - residual GE Xa X
UTC X
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE
distillate UTC X
aResults with ROI ->20 percent and fuel energy savings ->-10percent
relative to noneogeneration boiler burning residual-grade, coal-
derived liquid fuels and coal-fired utility.
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TABLE 23. - SYSTEM APPLICABILITY - METALS INDUSTRY
IX indicates attractive results; dashes indicate that system was studied but not found attractive.]
(a) Advanced systems using coal
System Contractor Attractive application if Attractive application if
no export of electricity export of electricity
is allowed is allowed
Integrated Copper Others Integrated Copper Others
steel steel
Steam turbine - AFB GE X X
UTC
Steam turbine - PFB GE X Xa
Gas turbine - AFB UTC Xa
Gas turbine - PFB UTC X X X
Gas turbine - integrated UTC X
gasifier
Closed-cycle gas turbine - GE
AFB UTC
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE X X X X
integrated gasifier UTC X
(b) Advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
Gas turbine - residual GE Xa Xa Xa i Xa Xa Xa
UTC X Xa Xa I Xa Xa
Combined cycle - residual GE Xa X N Xa X X
UTC X X Xa _ X ....
Molten carbonate fuel cell - GE ........ , ....
distillate UTC X X .........
i
aResults with ROI ->20 percent and fuel energy savings --10 percent relative to noncogeneration boiler
burning residual-grade, coal-derived liquid fuels and coal-fired utility.
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5.4 Benefitsof Advanced Technology
The benefitsof advanced technologyin industrialcogenerationas compared
with the use of equipment with current commercially availabletechnology are
discussedprimarilyfrom a nationalperspectivealthough some observationson
plant-basisbenefitsare also made. As discussedin Section4.4,quantificationof
potentialnationalbenefitsby Lewis was done only for the industrialprocesses
explicitlyincludedin the study.
Figure 15 compares nationalenergy savingsfor two assumption_ that allthe
advanced- and current-technology cogeneration systems were available for
selection,and that only current-technologysystems were available. For each
assumption Lewis obtainedthe results hown by adding togetherthe energy savings
in 1990 for each process,using the cogenerationsystem with the highest fuel
energy savings in that process. Two constraintswere imposed on the selection
process;namely, that the cases selecteddid not export electricityfrom the plant
siteand thatthere were not emissionincreasesover thosefor the noncogeneration
situationwhen consideringboth the plantsiteand the utilitysitetogether. Also
two differenteconomic constraintswere considered: that only cases with ROI
greater than zero were included,and that only cases with ROI greater than 20
percent were included. Assuming the availabilityof the advanced-technology
systems in additionto the current systems resultedin fuel energy savingsmore
than 40 percent higher than with the current systems alone for the GE-based
resultsand in fuelenergy savingsapproximately 80 percent to nearlyfour times
higherfor the UTC-based results.Ifonly thoseadvanced systems identifiedin the
tableon page 3 were consideredto be available,the valuesforfuelenergy savings
for advanced-technology systems in figure15 would be reduced by only
approximately 5 percent. Tile major differencebetween the contractors'results
shown in figure 15 was in the economics of current-technologycogeneration
systems. The GE resultsfor the current-technologysystems had many more
applicationswith ROI greaterthan zero and ROI greaterthan 20 percent than did
the UTC resultsprimarilybecause of their differentresultsfor steam turbine
systems.
Figure 16 compares the emissions savings if advanced technology were
availablewith the emissions savings when only current-technologycogeneration
systems are used. The emissionssavingsare for the same cases used inthe energy
savings comparisons made in figure 15. The GE-based resultsshow emissions
savings increasesfrom approximately 20 percent to more than 50 percent higher
when the advanced-technology systems are assumed to be available. The
UTC-based resultsshow emissionssavingsfrom approximately20 percent to more
than four times higher with the availabilityof the advanced-technologysystems.
The differencesbetween emissionssavings based on the two contractors'results
had a varietyof causes. Among them were the differencesin estimated ROI of the
current systems, the mix of advanced systems that resultedin maximizing the
energy savingsfor each contractor;the "market" sizeof the particularprocessesin
which each system produced maximum savings;and differencesin assumptionsfor
technologicaladvances thatcan reduce emissions.
Both the GE and UTC resultsshow the potentialfor significantenergy savings
and emissionsreductionswhen advanced-technologysystems are includedin the
mix of availablesystems. Recall that figures15 and 16 illustratethe potential
from a nationalperspectivewith the constraintof no export of electricityto the
utilitygrid. Even largersavings with advanced-technologycogenerationsystems
can be shown when the opportunityto exportisincluded.
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Figure15.-Potentialn tionalfuelenergysavingsofcurrent-and
advanced-technologycogenerationsystems.(Allvaluesrelative
tononcogenerationboilerburning.residual-grade,co l-derived
liquid fuelsandcoal-firedutility. )
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Figure16. - Potentialnationalemissions avingsfor current- and
advanced-technologycogenerationsystems. (All valuesrelativeto
noncogenerationboilerburning residual-grade,coal-derivedliquid
fuelsandcoal-firedutility.)
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From the viewpointof a potentialindustrialowner, plant-basisavingsare of
course more important than these national-basisavings. Many factorswould be
importantincludingthe system economics,the plant-sitemissions,and the type of
fuel required for the cogeneration system. On the basis of ROI alone the
advanced-technologysystems showed benefitsover the current-technologysystems
in a majorityof applications.Also,as a consequence of superiorenergy savings
and in many cases lower capitalcosts,annual energy cost reductionswere shown
for the advanced-technology systems in many applications. Any plant-site
emissionsreductionsresultingfrom the use of advanced technologyas compared
with current technology would be a major benefit. In fact,for a few of the
advanced-technologycases plant-sitemissionswere even lower than those for the
on-site, liquid-fueled noncogeneration boiler. These were cases where
distillate-gradefuelswere used with the fuelcellsystems.
Finally,of concern to a potentialindustrialowner isthe type of fuelused to
provideheat and electricpower for industrialplants.The industrialistisconcerned
about dependence on oilfrom the standpointof both assuredavailabilityand cost.
The abilityto displacethe use of oil in industrialapplications,where about 20
percentof alloilconsumed isused today,isof coursealsocrucialtoour nation.In
this study a strong emphasis was placed on advanced-technology cogeneration
systems that permit economically and environmentallyacceptable use of coal,
minimally processedcoal-derivedliquidfuels,and low- or intermediate-Btugas
made from coal. Table 24 shows the applicabilityof the most attractiveadvanced
systems to the l0 highest oil-consumingindustriesstudied by both contractors.
The applicationswere selectedfrom those identifiedas attractivein tables19 to
23. The widespreadapplicabilityof these advanced energy conversionsystems to
the major oil-consumingindustriesisevidentfrom table24.
6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PERSPECTIVES ON STUDY RESULTS
The Cogeneration Technology AlternativesStudy (CTAS) was a broad study
aimed at identifyingthe most attractiveadvanced energy conversionsystems that
could significantlyadvance the use of coal or coal-derivedfuelsfor industrial
cogenerationapplications.As such, the study was concerned exclusivelywith the
potentialtechnical,economic, and environmental merits of advanced-technology
cogenerationsystems. The study providedrelativecomparisons and evaluationsof
the advanced energy conversionsystem candidatesstudied.This was done through
a government/industry team approach. The majority of the basic data was
provided through contracted studies with teams of industrial concerns
knowledgeable in each of the various energy conversion systems studied,
balance-of-plantequipment, industrialprocess requirements,and other elements
necessary for establishing the technical, economic, and environmental
characteristicsof complete cogenerationsystems. In additionto the contractor
resultsthe NASA Lewis Research Center provided furtheranalysesof the data
developed by the contractorsand made an independentevaluationof the advanced
systems,the resultsof which are presentedas partof thisreport.
Although cases for systems using technology representativeof current
commercially availableequipment were carriedthrough the study to serve as a
baselineforassessingthe benefitsof technologicaladvancements, the studydidnot
attempt to compare these current-technologysystems or to assessthe benefitsof
the cogenerationconcept itself.Furtherno attempt was made to proposesolutions
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TABLE 24. - APPLICABILITY OF ADVANCED SYSTEMS TO HIGH OIL-CONSUMING INDUSTRIES a
IX indicates attractive resultsl dashes indicate systems were studied but not found attractive.]
(a) Advanced systems using coal
Industrial process Projected System
1990 annual
oil Steam Steam Gas Closed-cycle Molten carbonate
consumption, b tur- tur- turbine e gas turbine fuel cell with
Btu bine - bine - integrated
AFB PFB gasifier
Petroleum refineries 936×1012 X X X --- X
Integrated steel mills 299 X X X --- X
Ethylene 251 X --- X X ---
Corrugated paper 97 X X X X ---
Styrene 43 X --- X X ---
Alumina 38 X X .........
Boxboard 28 X X X X ---
Writing paper 23 X X X X X
Chlorine 21 ..... X --- X
Malt beverages 15 X ............
(b) Advanced systems using coal-derived liquid fuels
Industrial process Projected System
1990 annual
oil Gas turbine - Combined cycle - Molten carbonate
residual residual fuel cell -
consumption,
Btu distillate
Petroleum refineries 936x1012 X X ---
Integrated steel mills 299 X X ---
Ethylene 251 .........
Corrugated paper 97 X X X
Styrene 43 .........
Alumina 38 X X ---
Boxboard 28 X X X
Writing paper 23 X X X
Chlorine 21 X X X
Malt beverages 15 X ......
aNoncogeneration consumption for highest oil-consuming industries included in GE and UTC studies.
bTaken from Gordian Associates wdata prepared as part of UTC contracted study. The estimates
were made before enactment of National Energy Act legislation.
eAFB, PFB, and integrated-gasifier systems.
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to institutionalor regulatorybarrierscurrentlyinhibitingmore widespread use of
industrialcogeneration.
On the basis of Lewis' evaluationof the overallstudy results,attractive
advanced energy conversionsystems were identifiedand placed into two groups as
indicatedinthe followingtable:
Most attractiveadvanced systems
Steam turbines Coal,atmospheric-fluidized-bedfurnace(AFB)
Coal,pressurized-fluidized-bedfurnace(PFB)
Open-cycle gas turbines Coal-derivedliquidfuel,residualgrade
Combined cycles Coal derivedliquidfuel,residualgrade
Additionalattractiveadvanced systems
Open-cycle gas turbines Coal,atmospheric-fluidized-bedfurnace(AFB)
Coal,pressurize(_-fluidizea-bedfurnace(PFB)
Integratedcoalgasifier
Closed-cyclegas turbines Coal,atmospheric-fluidized-bedfurnace(AFB)
Molten carbonatefuelcells Integratedcoalgasifier
Coal-derivedliquidfuel,distillategrade
The otheradvanced systems studieddid have attractivecogenerationresultsin
one or more industrialprocessplantapplications;however, in almost allcases,at
least one of the systems in the preceding table had superior resultsin those
applications. An important result of the study was that as a class the
advanced-technology energy conversion systems showed significantadvantages
over systems usingcurrent commercially availabletechnologyin terms of energy
savings,emissionsreductions,and economics.
Although the study did not provide estimates of R&D costs or assess
development risksfor the varioussystems, the identificationof the researchand
development needed to bring the varioustechnologiesto commercial fruitionwas
an important product of the CTAS effort. The technologicaladvancements
required to achieve the performance, economic, and environmental results
calculatedfor those systems identifiedas the most attractiveadvanced systems
studiedare thereforediscussedhere togiveperspectiveto the studyresults.
For the advanced steam systems the development and commercializationof
the atmospheric-and pressurized-fluidized-bea(AFB and PFB) furnaces were the
principaladvancements assumed. For the PFB furnace subsystem thisincludes
development of effectiveparticulateremoval systems with moderate costsand/or
the development of approaches to turbine protectionthat would enable the gas
turbinedownstream of the PFB to operate reliablyand with acceptablelifeinthe
erosive and corrosiveeffluent from the fluidized-bedfurnace. The principal
advancements for the open-cycle gas turbineand conlbined-cyclesystenlsburning
coal-derivedliquid fuels are in the gas turbine component. These are the
development of gas turbineswith the capabilityfor long-livedand environmentally
acceptableoperationwhileusingthe minimallyprocessedcoal-derivealiquidfuels.
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Advancements in materials(particularlyerosion-and corrosion-resistantcoatings)
and combustion concepts that limit oxides-of-nitrogenformation from the
high-fuel-bound-nitrogen,coal-derivedliquidsare required. In addition,higher
turbine inlet temperatures than those characteristicof current commercially
availableengineswere found to be of benefit.Most of the benefitscan be obtained
through modest increasesin turbine inlettemperature. Finally,the option of
steam injectionwas found to be beneficialin a number of industrialprocess
applications.
For the open-cycleand closed-cyclegas turbinesystems usingan AFB or PFB
furnace, the principaladditionaltechnologicaladvancement over the steam
systems usingthese advanced furnacesisa highertemperature heat exchanger with
air or helium as a working fluidratherthan steam. For the open-cyclegas turbine
(orcombined cycle)burninglow- or intermediate-Btugas produced inan integrated
gasifier,the major requirementisdemonstrationof the complete system including
integrationand control. In addition,higher gas turbineinlettemperatures were
found to be beneficial.As for the coal-derived-liquid-fueledturbines,modest
increasesin turbineinlettemperature can provide most of the benefits.For the
molten carbonate fuel cell systems, development of long-livedfuel cellsand
relatedsubsystems includingreformers and the likewas the principaltechnological
advancement assumed. For the fuelcellsystem usinglow- or intermediate-Btugas
produced by an integratedgasifier,demonstrationof the complete system including
integrationand controlisalsorequired.
Although a broad range of optionswas consideredfor each type of advanced
system, allpossibleconfigurationsof the varioussystems could not of course be
covered in the study. Tileconfigurationstudied were those feltby tilevarious
industrialteam members to be most appropriate for industrialcogeneration
applicationsfor the 1985-2000 time period. Improvements in results,particularly
for those advanced systems not previouslystudied in detail for industrial
cogenerationapplications,couldbe expected. On the other hand,estimatedcapital
cost often increasesas more detailedstuuiesare performed and the technology
proceeds toward commercial fruition,particularlyfor the more advanced systems.
For those systems identifiedas attractivemore detailedstudiesare requiredto
more preciselyevaluatetheirpotentialbenefits.Finally,itisimportant tokeep in
mind that the relativecomparisons and evaluationsof the systems made in CTAS
apply only to industrial cogeneration applications. Different relative
attractivenesscouldvery wellbe found forother applicationsuch as utility(power
only) applications,commercial and residentialtotal energy applications,or
institutionaland governmental installationapplications,where the technicaland
economic requirements can be significantlydifferentfrom those studied here.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF REPORTS ON THE COGENERATION TECHNOLOGY
ALTERNATIVES STUDY
This NASA summary reportpresentsthe objective,scope,approach,and major
resultsfrom the entire CTAS effort,includingboth the contractorand in-house
analyses.Inaddition,NASA ispreparinga more detailedreportthatcompares and
evaluates the study results.Each contractor is preparinga multivolume report
that presentsthe specificscope,detailedapproach,and resultsof theircontracted
study. The firstvolume of each set of contractorreports is a summary of the
contractedstudy. A complete listingof plannedreportsforCTAS isas follows
(1) CogenerationTechnology AlternativesStudy (CTAS)
Volume I- Summary. NASA TM-81400, 1980.
Volume II- Comparison and Evaluationof Results.
NASA TM-81401, to be published.
(2) CogenerationTechnology AlternativesStudy (CTAS) -
General ElectricCompany FinalReport
Volume I - Summary Report. DOE/NASA/0031-80/I,
NASA CR-159765, 1980
Volume II - AnalyticalApproach. DOE/NASA/031-80/2,
NASA CR-159766, to be published
Volume III-IndustrialProcessCharacteristics.
DOE/NASA 10031-80/3,NASA CR-159767, to be published
Volume IV - Energy ConversionSystem Characteristics.
DOE/NASA/0031-80/4, NASA CR-159768, to be published.
Volume V - CogenerationSystem Results. DOE/NASA/0031-80/5,
NASA CR-159769, to be published.
Volume VI - Computer Data. DOE/NASA/0031-80/6,
NASA CR-159770, to be published
(3) CogenerationTechnology AlternativesStudy (CTAS) -
UnitedTechnologiesCorporationFinalReport
Volume I - Summary Report. DOE/NASA/0030-80/I,
NASA CR-159759, 1980.
Volume II - IndustrialProcessCharacteristics.
DOE/NASA/0030-80/2, NASA CR-159760, to be published.
Volume HI - Energy ConversionSystem Characteristics.
DOE/NASA/O030-80/3, NASA CR-159761, to be published.
Volume IV - Heat Sources,Balance of Plant,and Auxiliary
Systems. DOE/NASA/0030-80/4, NASA CR-159762, to be published.
Volume V -AnalyticalApproach and Results.
DOE/NASA/0030-80/5, NASA CR-159763, to be published.
Volume VI - Computer Data. DOE/NASA/0030-80/6,
NASA CR-159764, to be published.
The NASA and contractorsummary reportswillprovidea sufficientlevelof detail
for many readers. However, for other readers more detailinone or more aspects
of the study may be of interest.The more detailedNASA and contractorreports
addresstheneeds of those readers.
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APPENDIX B
DISCUSSION OF EVALUATION PARAMETERS
A number of parameters were used in CTAS to characterizethe cogeneration
system results.They are defined in Section4.3 and were used in common by the
contractors.The parameters that were emphasized in CTAS in evaluatingthe
plant-siteresultsare as follows:
(I) Fuel energy savings,percent
(2) Emissionssavings,percent
(3) Operatingsavings,dollars/year
(4) Incrementalcapitalcost,dollars
(5) Levelizedannualenergy costsavings,percent
(6) Return on investment,percent
Note that these parameters are a measure of the performance and economics of a
complete cogenerationsystem and that the energy conversionsystem isconfigured
for cogenerationand matched to the requirementsof a particularindustryprocess
accordingto one of the matching strategiesdefinedin Section3.1. Comparing two
cogenerationsystems using two differentenergy conversionsystems in terms of
one of these parameters might be very differentfrom comparing the energy
conversionsystems themselves in terms of such parameters as system electrical
efficiencyor capitalcost. The cogeneration parameters in the preceding list
depend very heavilyon cogenerationstrategy,the cost and/or performance of the
supplementary boiler and heat-recovery heat exchanger, the cost and/or
performance of the noncogeneration boiler,the relative costs of fuels and
purchased or sold electricity,etc.,in additionto the energy conversion system
characteristics.
Fuel Energy Savings
Because of the recovery of waste heat from the on-sitepower system,thereis
usuallya savingsin totalfueluse when cogenerationisemployed as compared with
the noncogeneration case, where all the power is generated at the utilitysite
without waste heat recovery. Therefore it is understandablethat the maximum
fuelsavingswould be achieved when allthe siteprocessheat isobtainedby waste
heat recovery from the energy conversion system. However, it might not be
obvious that there would be a fuel savings if the conversionsystem electrical
efficiencyhad to be drasticallyspoiledin order to recover the amount of "waste"
heat needed for the process. In the detailedNASA report (seeappendix A), the
relationshipbetween the conversion system efficiencyand the heat-recovery
fraction,the resultingpower-to-heatratio obtainedfrom the conversionsystem,
the cogeneration matching strategy used, and the fuel savings obtained are
examined parametrically.That parametric analysiswas done at the startof the
CTAS effort,not only to displaythese relationshipsbut to aid in the selectionof
the parameters used to measure cogeneration fuel savings. For CTAS a fuel
savingsparameter was needed that could providea consistentand validcomparison
of the cogenerationperformance of the energy conversionsystems with a wide
range of characteristicsmatched to a wide range of processes.
The parameter specifiedin CTAS to measure cogenerationperformance isthe
percentagesavingsof fuelenergy over thatrequiredto meet the siterequirements
withoutcogeneration,as definedinSection4.3.
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In the parametric analysissummarized in the detailed NASA report, the
conversion system was characterized by its electrical efficiency and a
heat-recoveryfactor AR defined as the heat actuallyrecovered divided by the
totalsystem heat rejected;thatis,
AR- Qrecovered (B1)
Qrejected
The heat rejectedfrom an energy conversionsystem is
Qrejected- (i- _)P
where P isthe electricpower output. So
AR- Qrecovered
P(I- U)/U
Or for the energy conversion system, the ratio of power produced to heat
recoveredis
P _ 77 (B2)
Qrecovered (1 - u)AR
Various strategies were considered to match this ratio to that required by the
process. The fuel energy savings achieved is very dependent on the strategy used
and hence on the relationship between these two power-to-heat ratios. Often for
advanced systems the ratio of power to recovered heat exceeds the ratio of power
to the heat required by many processes. In such a case, an increase in system
efficiency, as can be seen in the preceding equation, leads to a higher
power-to-heat ratio and to the requirement for more heat from a supplementary
boiler if the match-electricity strategy is used or for more excess power, which
must be sold, if the match-heat strategy is used. In the former case the fuel
energy savings is often reduced, and in the latter case (for the CTAS economic
ground rules) the economics are often less attractive. So the higher electrical
efficiencies of some of the advanced energy conversion systems will probably be of
advantage mainly for higher-power-to-heat-ratio industries or if excess electricity
can be exported economically.
In addition to the efficiency, the conversion system heat-recovery factor
defined previously is an important characteristic in determining cogeneration
performance. It can easily be determined from the form and temperature of the
conversion system waste heat and from the form and temperature of the heat
required by the process. Since fuel energy savings are basically the result of heat
recovery, the higher the heat-recovery factor the better the cogeneration
performance possible. Some types of energy conversion systems such as
recuperated gas turbines, diesels, and low-temperature fuel cells that have part or
all of their heat rejection at relatively low temperatures were able to achieve a
high heat-recovery factor only for processes requiring hot water or low-pressure
steam. Since such processes were in the minority, these systems did not achieve
attractive fuel savings for many processes. Those conversion systems that
achieved attractive fuel energy savings for broad ranges of industry requirements
in CTAS were those that were able to achieve a high heat-recovery factor for a
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broad range of process steam temperatures and pressuresand that could be
configuredin a number of ways to achieve eitherlow or high system electrical
efficiencyfor low or high power-to-heat ratios (eq. (B2)) to match process
requirements.
EmissionsSavings
Because of the fuel savingsthere is usuallya reductionin overallemissions
with cogeneration,consideringboth the utilityand industrialsites.In additionto
the amount of fuelenergy saved, the emissionssavingsratioobviouslydepends on
the characteristicsof the fuelsused at the utility,in the on-siteboilerswith or
without cogeneration,and inthe on-siteenergy conversionsystem. Because itwas
assumed that the utilityused coal, many of the cogenerationcases calculatedin
CTAS that used liquidfuelsyieldedimpressive emissionssavings ratios.Those
cases that used distillate-gradefuelsgenerallyyielded the highestvalues. Note
that the emissionssavingsratiodepends heavilyon the assumptionsconcerningthe
type of fuelused in the noncogenerationon-siteboiler.
The emissionssavingsratioalso is very dependent on the combustion or fuel
utilizationcharacteristicsof the cogenerationenergy conversionsystem. The fuel
cellsystems yieldedvery high emissionssavingsratios.On the other hand, diesels,
which were estimated to emit high levelsof oxides of nitrogen,in many cases
yieldednegative emissionssavings ratios,even though there was a positivefuel
energy savings.
An importantpointto note isthateven though there isan overallreductionin
emissions,the increasedfuelconsumption at the industrialsitewith cogeneration
usually resultsin an increase in industrialsite emissions (i.e.,the fuel and
emissionssavingsoccur at the utilitysite).This willobviouslybe an important
factor in cogeneration implementation. In some cases, however, (e.g.,
distillate-grade-fueledfuelcells)therewas stilla reductionin on-siteemissionsin
spiteof the increasedfueluse becauseof the low specificemissionsof the fuelcell
as compared with those of the residual-grade-fueledor coal-firednoncogeneration
processsteam boiler.
OperatingCost Savings
Operating cost is defined here as the sum of yearly expendituresfor fuel,
electricity,and other expendablessuch as water, lime,or limestoneand operating
labor and maintenance costs. The operatingcost savingsdue to cogenerationare
dominated by the relativecost of the fuel required for the cogenerationenergy
conversionsystem, the cost of the boilerfuelsaved because of conversionsystem
waste heat recovery,and the cost of the electricitythat no longer is purchased
from the utility.In additionto beingsensitiveto the same thingsto which the fuel
savingsare sensitive,the operatingcostsavingsdepend on the fueland electricity
prices.Ingeneralthosesystems thatused coal achievedthe highestoperatingcost
savingsin CTAS for any specificprocessand those that used distillate-gradefuel
resultedinthe lowestoperatingcost savings.Note that the operatingcost savings
depend on the contractor-specificassumption of the type of fuel used in the
processsteam boilerin the noncogenerationcase. In some industryprocesseswith
a very low required power-to-heat ratio, when it was assumed that the
noncogenerationon-siteboilerused residual-gradefuel,some coal-firedconversion
systems yieldedpositiveoperatingcostsavingseven though the fuelenergy savings
7O
were very low or even negative. These operatingcost savingswere not the result
of cogenerationand heat recoverybut resultedfrom the switch to the use of lower
price coal in the cogeneration case rather than the residualfuel used in the
noncogenerationcase.
Because the operatingcost savingsdepend on the relativefueland electricity
costs,they depend heavilyon which cogenerationstrategyisused sincethisaffects
the amount of imported or exported electricityinvolved.This isparticularlytrue
for export situationsinceone CTAS ground rulewas that electricityexported to
the grid would yield an income equal to 60 percent of the purchase price of a
correspondingamount of power.
In comparing the yearlyoperatingcost savingsachieved indifferentprocesses,
itisimportant to note that thelevelachievabledepends on the sitepower-to-heat
ratioand load factor. The higherthe power-to-heatratio,the largerthe relative
amount of relativelyexpensive electricitypurchased in the noncogeneration
situation.And obviouslythe greater the hours of operationper year, the greater
the yearlysavings.In CTAS those processesthat indicatedoperationduring only
one shiftper day, 5 days per week, generallydidnot yieldattractivecogeneration
economic results.
IncrementalCapitalCost
Two of the parameters listedon page 68 (levelizedannual energy cost savings
and return on investment) involved combining the effects of initialcapital
investment and operating cost savings. In both cases the capitalcost of the
cogenerationsystem entersas the incrementalcost of the cogenerationsystem as
compared with the capitalcost of the on-siteboilerin the noncogenerationcase.
A comparison of two different energy conversion systems configured for
cogenerationfor a particularprocess in terms of cogenerationincrementalcapital
cost might yield a much differentimpression than would a comparison of the
correspondingconversionsystem specificcosts. The cogenerationcost depends not
onlyon the specificcostsof the conversionsystem and boiler,but on theirrelative
sizes,which inturn are determined by the cogenerationmatching or sizingstrategy
used. (The cogenerationcost alsoincludesheat-recoveryheat exchangers.) Since
it depends on the matching strategy,the cogeneration cost thereforestrongly
depends on the relationshipbetween the power-to-recovered-heatratio of the
conversionsystem and the power-to-heat ratiorequired by the process. It also
depends on the sitepower-to-heatratiosince thisdetermines the relativesize of
the noncogenerationon-siteboiler.And of course itdepends on the type of fuel
assumed for thenoncogenerationboilersincethisaffectsthe boilerspecificcost.
LevelizedAnnual Energy Cost Savings
In most cases the levelizedannual energy cost was dominated by operating
costs,with fixed capitalcharges amounting to less than 20 percent of the total
levelizedannual energy cost. The levelizedannual energy cost savingstherefore
are generallysensitiveto the same factorsas are the operatingcost savings. In
comparing alternative nergy conversionsystems, however, capitalcost isstillan
important factor. For example, for a particularprocess,a steam system with a
pulverized-coal-firedboilerand flue gas desulfurizationyieldsabout the same
operatingcostsavingsas a steam system with an AFB boilerbut has highercapital
cost. It would thereforehave lower levelizedannual energy cost savings. Or in
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many casesa coal-firedthermionic/steamsystem yieldedabout thesame operating
cost savings as a coal-fired steam system. But the addition of the
high-temperaturethermionicconvertersraisedthe capitalcost and hence lowered
levelizedannual energy costsavings.
Because it includesthe effectsof capitalcosts,the levelizedannual energy
costsometimes yieldsa differentcomparison of cogenerationstrategiesthan does
the operatingcost savings. The most obviousexamples are where cases involving
sizing the conversion system to match site power are compared with cases
involvingsizingthe conversionsystem to match requiredsite_heat and to export
excess power. Even with the CTAS ground rulethat exported power issold for 60
percent of the purchase price,the export case often stillyieldshigher operating
cost savings. However, since the incremental capitalcost is higher when the
energy conversionsystem is sized larger to make excess power, the levelized
annual energy cost savings may decrease even though the operatingcost savings
are increased.
Return on Investment
The returnon investment is much more sensitiveto incrementalcapitalcost
than is the levelizedannual energy cost savingsratio. In fact,a comparison of
alternativecogenerationcases on the basis of ROI often yieldsmuch different
resultsthan a comparison on the basisof levelizedannual energy costsavings.The
levelizedannual energy cost savingsare proportionalto the sum of the levelized
incremental capitalcost and the levelizedannual operating cost savings. The
returnon investment isroughlyproportionalto the operatingcost savingsdivided
by theincrementalcapitalcost (orthe inverseof the payback period).
An example of a type of plotused by Lewis in comparing and screeningthe
cogenerationresultsin terms of ROI is shown in figure17. The coordinatesare
incremental capital cost and annual operating cost savings relative to a
noncogeneration situation in which an on-site boiler using residual-grade,
coal-derivedliquidfuel is used to provide the requiredsteam and the required
electricpower ispurchasedfrom a utility.Severalcogenerationcases based on the
GE resultsfor a writing-paperplantare shown in the figure.The slopeof a line
from the origin to some cogeneration case (i.e.,the incremental capital cost
divided by the annual operatingcost savings)representsa payback period. The
ROI's fora largenumber of CTAS cases were plottedagainstthe reciprocalof this
payback period to demonstrate that allfellcloselyon a singleline. Thus a line
through the originof figure17 is alsoapproximately a lineof constant ROI. In
fact,as shown in thisfigure,two of the example cases have 24 percent ROI, and
both are on the same linethrough the origin.The shallower the slope of a line
from the originto a cogenerationcase, the Shorter the payback period or the
higherthe ROI.
A second set of axes is shown in figure 17 that corresponds to a
noncogeneration situationin which a coal-fired,on-site boiler with flue gas
desulfurizationis used. The distance between the two horizontalaxes is the
differencein capitalcost of the two types of boilersystems, and the distance
between the two verticalaxes isthe yearlyoperatingcost savingsdue to the lower
priceof coal. Note thatthe ROI of the coal-firednoncogenerationcase relativeto
the residual-fuel-firednoncogenerationcase is14 percent. This ishigherthan for
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many of the cogeneration cases calculatedfor thisprocess. (All cases are not
shown in the figureforsimplicity.)
Note that the slope of a line from the originof one set of axes to a
cogenerationcase can be much differentfrom the slopeof a linefrom the originof
the other set of axes to the same cogenerationcase. Thus the ROI isvery sensitive
to the type of noncogenerationboilerassumed to be used. Note also thatin some
cases the ROI relativeto the coal-firednoncogenerationcase could be higherthan
that relativeto the residual-fuel-firednoncogenerationcase; in other cases the
oppositeistrue.
Some of the example cogenerationcases shown infigure17 have lower capital
costs than the coal-firednoncogeneration boilerwith flue gas desulfurization.
Since they have a relativeoperatingcost savingsand lower capitalinvestment,
thesecases are obviouslyan attractiveinvestmentalternative.But the ROI is not
calculableinsuch a situation.This type of plot,however, stillprovidesa graphical
comparison of such cases.
For the particularset of example cases shown in figure17, the steam system
using coal-derived,resiciual-gradefuel had the highest ROI relativeto the
residual-firednoncogeneration case. However, its levelizedannual energy cost
saving was 22 percent, and the highest achieved by the steam system with a
coal-firedAFB was 41 percent. Also, the levelizedannual energy saving of the
steam system with coal-derived,residual-gradefuel (22 percent) was about tile
same as that for the coal-firedStirlingengine (21percent).The former system had
an ROI of 54 percent,and the lattersystem had an ROI of only 13 percent. Thus
comparing systems on the basisof ROI could lead to differentconclusionsthan
comparing them on thebasisof levelizedannualenergy costsavings.
PotentialNationalFuel Energy Savings
The most attractiveenergy conversionsystems on a plant-sitebasisin terms
of such parameters as fuel energy savings ratio or l<OI vary from process to
process. The processes considered in CTAS cover a wide range of sizes or
representa wide range of potentialcogeneration markets in terms of national
energy consumption. It is therefore also desirableto compare the alternative
systems by takingintoconsiderationthe nationalenergy consumption in processes
where the systems appear attractiveon a plant-sitebasis.For example, a system
that achieves a moderate fuel energy savings ratio in cogeneration in several
industriesthat consume largeamounts of energy might be more desirablefrom the
nationalperspectivethan a system that might achieve high fuel energy savings
ratiosin industriesthat consume small amounts of energy. Therefore in CTAS the
energy conversionsystems were also compared on the basisof potentialnational
fuelsavingsby assuming that each system was implemented, one at a time, in 100
percentof the potentialmarket ineach industryprocess.
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APPEN DIX C
EXAMPLES OF THE APPLICATION OF LEWIS' EVALUATION APPROACH
Plant-BasisScreeningof Results
The specific approach used in Lewis' detailed plant-basisscreening is
illustratedin figure 18. The data shown in this example consist of results
generated by UTC for the newsprintprocess. The screeningmethod consistedof a
sequentialconsiderationof each evaluationparameter as indicatedin the various
parts of the figure. Each part consistsof a plot of the incremental capital
investment requiredforcogenerationversussome returnobtained. The returnisin
the form of operatingcost savings,fuel energy savings,levelizedannual energy
costsavings,or emissionssavings.
In the firststep, figure 18(a),the incremental capital cost and annual
operatingcost savingsare considered.In thiscase, both of these parameters are
referenced to the noncogeneration situationin which an on-siteboilerburning
coal-derived,residual-gradeliquidfuel is used to provide the required process
steam and electricityispurchased to meet power requirements. A linefrom the
originto some cogenerationcase is roughly a lineof constant ROI (appendixB).
The shallowerthe slopeof a linefrom the originto a cogenerationcase,the higher
the ROI for that case. As shown in figure 18(a),four advanced-technology
cogenerationcases achieved an ROI about equal to or greaterthan the highestROI
achieved by a state-of-the-arttechnologycogenerationcase. (Actuallya variation
of the advanced gas turbine case, involvingsteam injection,had resultsvery
similarto thoseforthe gas turbinecase shown and was omitted from the figurefor
simplicity.)Many other cases alsohad good ROI, but they were lower than the 20
percent for the state-of-the-artgas turbineand were not includedin thisfigure.
For thisindustrialprocess,in thisstep in the screening,a cutoffof 20 percentwas
used. However, as shown in other partsof the figure,some cases with lower ROI
were eventuallyincluded.In other industrialprocesses,other cutoff valueswere
used that were not necessarilyassociatedwith the resultsof a state-of-the-art
case. Also,itisimportant to note thatno restrictionswere placedon cogeneration
strategyor on whether electricitywould be exportedto the utility.
In the second step of the screening,shown infigure18(b),incrementalcapital
cost versusfuelenergy savingsratiowas considered. The fivecases identifiedin
the previous step as having the highestROI are shown. Four additionalcases,
together with the advanced combined cycle burning coal-derived,residual-grade
fuel,are the top five in terms of fuel energy savings ratio. Note that all the
advanced-technologysystems shown, except the steam turbine- AFB system,have
fuelenergy savingsgreaterthan that for the state-of-the-artgas turbine.The fuel
energy savings for the steam turbine - AFB system were low because the
power-to-heat ratioof that system did not match the ratioof power to process
heat requiredforthisindustry.This particularcogenerationsystem was configured
to produce the amount of process steam needed but produced only 13 percent of
the requiredpower. Thereforeonlylimitedbenefitsof cogenerationwere realized.
Itisemphasized that figure18(b)containsonly the fivecases with highestROI
and the fivecases with highestfuel energy savings ratio(a totalof nine distinct
cases).The cutoffshown inthe figureappliesonly to thesecases;itdoes not imply
that allcases with higherthan 22 percent fuelsavingsare included. For example,
a Stirlingengine using coal-(Jerived,residual-gradefuel achieved a fuel energy
savingsin thisindustryof 28 percent with an ROI of 6 percent. Itis not shown in
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this figuresince it is not among the most attractivecases in terms of either
parameter.
The next part of step 2, shown on the rightsideof figure18(b),isto reconsider
the incremental capitalcost versus the annual operating cost savings. The gas
turbine- PFB case has an ROI justbelow the previous20 percent cutoff,and the
molten carbonate fuelcell- gasifierhas an ROI of 13 percent. Since both these
cases have high fuelenergy savings,they were provisionallyretainedat thispoint.
The other two cases that were identifiedas having high fuelenergy savingshave
much lower annual operating cost savings (due to the higher price of their
distillate-gradefuel).Therefore they have much lower ROI and were dropped from
furtherconsiderationat thispoint. Again it shouldbe clearthat the cutoffshown
in thisfigure(i.e.,ROI >_13percent)does not mean that allcases with higherthan
13 percent ROI are included.
The thirdstep of the screening,figure 18(c),considersthe levelizedannual
energy cost savings. Included are all the cases that were retained from the
previousfigureplustwo additionalcases,a low-speeddieseland a combined cycle-
PFB. The two additionalcases plus the steam turbine- AFB, gas turbine- PFB,
and molten carbonatefuelcell- gasifiersystems are the top fivecases interms of
the levelizedannual energy cost savings. All the advanced cases have higherfuel
energy savingsand use a lower pricefuelthan the state-of-the-artgas turbineand
hence show much higherlevelizedannual energy cost savings. In thisparticular
stepno systems were dropped.
The incremental capitalcost versus annual operating cost savings is again
consideredon the rightsideof figure18(c).Both new cases in thisfigurehave ROI
above the 13 percent cutoff adopted previously.However, at this point, the
combined cycle- PFB was dropped from furtherconsiderationbecause itshowed no
advantage over the gas turbine- PFB (which is the same system but without the
steam bottoming cycle)in terms of any of the parameters consideredhere.
In step 4, figure 18(d),the emissionssavings ratiois considered. Two new
cases appear in thisfigure,a distillate-fueledphosphoricacid fuelcellsystem and
a distillate-fueledcombined cycle. These, togetherwith three of the cases carried
over from the previousfigure,make up the top fivecases in terms of emissions
savingsratio.The coal-firedieselthat was identifiedinfigure18(c)as havingthe
highestlevelizedannualenergy costsavingswas dropped from figure18(d)sinceits
emissionssavingsratiowas negative. The other cases shown have very attractive
emissionssavingsratios,particularlythe fuelcellsystems.
Finally,on the rightside of figure18(d)the incremental capitalcost versus
annualoperatingcostsavingsisagainconsidered.As shown, the two cases thatuse
coal-derived,distillate-gradefuelhave low annual operatingcost savingsand hence
low ROI. The other four advanced systems have survivedthisstep of the screening
and are retainedas the most attractivecases for thisparticularindustrialprocess.
These cases are shown in figure18(e).
N ational-BasisEvaluations
Figure 19 is an example of the type of data that were prepared by Lewis in
evaluatingpotentialnationalbenefitsof the advanced systems. Shown are the
potentialfuel energy savings for the advanced steam turbine system with a
coal-firedAFB furnace aggregated over 40 processes included by GE in their
contracted study. The GE data for the advanced steam turbinesystem were used
as input to the analysisas were the GE projectionsof the growth of the various
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industries.Energy savingsare shown as a functionof a "hurdle"ROI requiredfor
an industrialinvestment in the cogenerationsystem. At any value of hurdleROI in
thisfigureit was assumed that allprocessesfor which the steam turbine - AFB
system achieved higher ROI would use the system in cogeneration and would
achieve the plant-basisfuelenergy savingscalculated.The value on the ordinate
of the figureshows the accumulated fuelenergy savingsforallsuch processes.
The hurdleROI is the minimum rate of returnon an investment needed for a
decisionby an industrialconcern to make the investment. Of course other factors
would alsolikelybe used in coming to a decision.Even though a hurdle ROI may
actuallyvary from industryto industry,withincompanies in a given industry,and
even from time to time within the same company, for simplicitythe same value
was assumed by NASA to be applicableto allpotentialindustrialapplications.It
was felt thisapproach would factor industrialeconomics into the national-scale
resultswhile stoppingshort of a detailedmarket analysis,which was beyond the
scope of the study.
The effectof hurdleROI on potentialenergy savingscan be seen from figure
19. Ifonly an ROI ->-0is assumed to be required,the potentialnationalenergy
savingsin 1990 for the steam turbine- AFB system appliedto these 40 processes
would be slightlygreater than 200xl012 Btu/yr. If an ROI >-l0 percent were
assumed to be required,only a slightreductionin potentialsavingswould result.
However, ifan ROI >-20 percent or >-30percent were assumed to be re(_uired,the
potentialsavings would drop to approximately 180xl012 and 140xl012 Btu/yr,
respectively.
Differentenergy conversion systems have a differentsensitivityof energy
savingsto requiredROI. Displayssuch as that shown in figure 19 were prepared
foreach of the advanced systems by usingeach contractor'splant-basisresultsand
industrialgrowth projections.Figures for nationalsavings in this report show
resultsfor slicesthrough ROI >-0 and ROI >-20 percent in order to illustratethe
effect of required ROI on the comparisons of advanced systems on a national
scale. The methodology described provided not only a way of comparing and
screening the advanced energy conversion systems, but also a way of further
identifyingindustrieswhere the variousadvanced energy conversionsystems could
make a significantimpact on industrialenergy consumption. For example,
identifiedin figure 19 are industrialprocesses where large potentialsavings
resultedfor the steam turbine- AFB system inthe GE study.
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APPENDIX D
SENSITIVITYOF RESULTS TO CHANGES IN FUEL AND ELECTRICITY PRICES
Sample resultsfortwo conversionsystems in two processeswillbe used in this
appendix to illustratethe effectsof variationsinfueland electricitypriceson the
relativeeconomics of differentcogenerationsystems. These parameters represent
the area where the greatestuncertaintyis believedto existin the CTAS ground
rules,and itistheseparameters thatwere found in thesensitivityanalysesto have
the greatesteffecton the study results.Keep in mind that the sensitivitiesare
stronglydependent on the characteristicsof the particularprocess plant, the
energy conversionsystem being considered,the cogenerationstrategyemployed,
and other factors.The resultspresentedhere are only for illustration.Resultsfor
the detailedsensitivityanalysesperformed are presented inthe detailedNASA and
contractorCTAS finalreports.
The writing-papermilland the chlorineplantdefinedby GE (asshown intable
13)are the two industrialprocessesthat are used in the examples. The E/Q for
the writing-papermillis relativelylow (0.22)and as a result,when many of the
advanced energy conversion systems are matched to that process by using the
match-heat strategy,excess electricityis generated. An advanced gas turbine
burningcoal-derivedresidualfuelis one example of such a system. That case is
plottedin figure20(a),as isthe case for the same conversionsystem appliedto the
same writing-paper mill by using the match-electricitystrategy. In the
match-electricitycase of course a supplementary boilerisrequiredto make up the
deficitinprocessheat from the conversionsystem. Also plottedin figure20(a)isa
coal-firedsteam system usingan AFB. The E/Q of thissystem at the required
conditionsis slightlylower than the E/Q of the writing-papermill. In this
instancethe heat requirement is matched and a small amount of electricityis
purchased from a utility.
The coordinatesof figure20 are incrementalcapitalcost and annualoperating
cost savings. The use of plotson these coordinatesto compare the economic
attractivenessof cogenerationsystems is discussedin appendix B. The various
types of horizontallinesshown going both leftand rightfrom each of the base
pointsrepresentthe changes in operatingcostsavingsforspecificvariationsinfuel
and electricityprices.
Looking firstat the gas turbinewithoutexport,note that the ROI for the base
case is 30 percent. As the price of purchased electricityis increased,the
operatingsavingsincrease,as shown by the horizontalsolidlines,and resultin an
increasein ROI. This change isdue to the operatingcostsfor the noncogeneration
case increasingwith the electricitypriceincreasewhilethe operatingcostsforthe
cogenerationcase,which neitherimportsnor exportselectricity,are unaffectedby
the price change. As the price of liquidfuel is varied,as represented by the
horizontalshort-dashedlines,operating cost savings vary inverselysince more
liquidfuel isbeing used on sitein the cogenerationcase (both in the conversion
system and the supplementary boiler)than in the noncogenerationcase. For this
particularcombination of conversion system, fuel,and process, the change in
operatingcostsavingsfora given percentage variationin liquid-fuelpriceisabout
half the change resultingfrom the same percentage variationin electricityprice
and is in the oppositedirection.Since both the noncogenerationand cogeneration
cases use liquidfuel,variationsinsolid-coalpricehave no directeffect.
Next we look at the same liquid-fueledgas turbine,but this time in a
match-heat strategyallowingthe export of electricity.Because the gas turbine
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hasa much higherE/Q ratiothanthatrequiredbytheprocess,a largeamount of
electricityisavailableforexportwhen theprocessheatdemand ismet by heat
recoveryfrom theturbine.Note thatthe ROI forthisbasecaseis24 percentas
compared with 30 percentforthe nonexportcase. The effectsof variationsin
liquid-fuelpricesand purchasedelectricitypricesarelargerinabsolutemagnitude
becauseof the increasedsizeofthecogenerationsystem,buttheeffectofROI is
verysimilartothatinthenonexportcase.An additionalsensitivityparameter,the
pricereceivedby the cogeneratorforexportedelectricity,isintroducedinthis
case. The base export price used in CTAS was 60 percent of the price paid by the
industrial owner to purchase electricity from the utility grid. There is considerable
uncertainty in this value, and the sensifivity of results for this case to variations in
the export price are indicated by the heavy, long-dashed horizontal line. If the
export price was increased to about 80 percent of the purchase price of electricity,
the ROI for the export case would equal the ROI for the nonexport case. Above
the 80 percent value, the export case would have a higher ROI than the nonexport
case. Export generally resulted in increased energy savings, but at the 60 percent
export sale price it reduced the ROI. The economics are significantly improved as
the export price approaches the purchase price of electricity.
The remaining case plotted in figure 20(a) is the steam system using an AFB
furnace. The effect of varying the purchase price of electricity is very similar to
that in the previous two cases. However, the effect of variations in the liquid-fuel
price is the opposite of that for the liquid-fired systems. The operating costs vary
with the liquid-fuel price for the noncogeneraton case, which burns liquid fuel, but
the operating costs do not change for the coal-burning cogeneration case. The
result is that, when different liquid-fuel prices are assumed, the relative
comparison of coal-fired and liquid-fired systems can change significantly. The
effects of variations in the assumed coal price are shown by the dot-dashed line in
figure 20(a) for the steam turbine - AFB system. The effect is similar in
magnitude but opposite indirection to the effect of the same percentage change in
liquid-fuel price.
The effects of combinations of the changes shown in figure 20(a) can be
evaluated by vectorially adding the effects of the individual changes.
Figure 20(b) displays similar data for the chlorine plant, which has a higher
E/Q (1.55) than the writing-paper mill. Again the liquid-fired gas turbine and the
steam turbine - AFB system are used as example conversion systems. Note that,
for the base case, again the steam turbine - AFB system yields the higher ROI. If
the liquid fuel price were assumed to be higher relative to coal and electricity than
was assumed for CTAS, the advantage of the steam turbine - AFB system would be
even greater. However, an increase of 25 percent or more in electricity price
and/or coal price with no change in liquid fuel price would result in the
liquid-fueled gas turbine yielding the higher ROI.
As indicated earlier the sensitivity results presented here are intended as
examples, and the magnitudes of the changes shown apply only to the particular
processesand systemsspecified.However,a few generaltrendsfrom thebroader
sensitivityanalysesperformedshouldbenoted:
(1) An increasein the assumed purchasepriceof electricityimprovesthe
economicsofallcogenerationsystems.
(2) Increasingthe priceof allenergy(electricityand allfuels)does not
significantlyaffecttherelativecomparisonofsystems.
(3) Changes in the relativefuelpricescan significantlyaffectthe relative
comparisonofsystemsthatusedifferentfuels.
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(4) The attractivenessof exportis highlydependent on the pricereceivedfor
electricitysoldto theutility.
(5) Other economic variables howed lessereffectsover the rangesstudied.
The base fuel and electricitypricesused in CTAS were based on national
average pricesprovided by DOE. However, the relativefueland electricityprices
vary in different regions throughout the United States due to availability,
transportationcosts for fuel,etc. In many cases certainindustrialprocessesare
concentratedin particular egionsbecause of the availabilityof raw materials,the
availabilityof transportation,the convenience to the market place, etc. It is
possiblethatin the regionwhere a particularindustryis concentrated,such things
as fuel prices,electricityprices,and environmental restrictionsmay be much
differentfrom those assumed in CTAS. The Jet PropulsionLaboratory gathered
data on regionalcharacteristicsthroughoutthe United Statesthatmight affectthe
comparison of advanced cogeneration systems. A few cases were examined in
CTAS to determine the effect of fuel pricesin regionswhere.selectedindustries
are concentrated.The effecton the comparison of systems was small for the cases
examined. However, a case-by-case study would be required to evaluate the
impact of regionaland/or local characteristicson the relativeattractivenessof
differentadvanced systems for specificapplications.The informationgathered by
JPL on the regionalconcentrationof industriesand the regionalcharacteristicsare
includedinthe NASA finalreporton CTAS.
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